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“The Recovery4Life team has 
helped us navigate some very 
complex cases and provided 
exceptional service to our 
colleagues in need”

Are you happy with your 
occupational health?

- HR manager - leading global food manufacturing company

If not, get in touch with us for a confidential conversation.

Contact John, Alex or Lloyd on 0333 3448288

www.recovery4life.co.uk
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Our habits are forever changed, we have 
embraced a new way of working and our 
attention is more desirable than ever. With this 
shift in behaviour, how can marketers connect 
with their audience? Chloe Holmes explores.

4The world has changed irreversibly.

As a workforce, our perspective has 

altered, and we are measuring fulfilment in 

new ways.

We are seeking purpose, connection 

and community in our work, and most 

importantly, a feeling we are contributing 

to a better society.

I recently read an article which shared 

the view that there is no such thing as 

a true work/life balance, and life is a 

constant swinging pendulum from one 

priority to another.

An interesting take, and one that moves 

away from the control mindset of balance, 

letting the lines blur to create a more 

rounded life.

As businesses embrace the shift in 

working habits and patterns, we are seeing 

a pattern of hybrid organisations – the 

best of both worlds. 

And what’s undoubtedly shifting in 

2022, is that it’s more likely that we, as 

workers, will have the choice, rather than 

falling in to step with an organisation’s 

preference.

With this shift in working patterns 

showing no sign of slowing down for a 

more conscious modern-day workforce, 

the marketplace is changing, and we need 

to embrace new ways of connecting with 

our audience more than ever.

So, how will this impact B2B marketing, 

and what actions can marketers take?

Build a supportive community 
A community-focused approach is about 

building a network, and harnessing 

the power of your network, to better 

understand how to communicate with 

your audience. 

A recent B2B buying study detailed the 

frequency of buying interactions had leapt 

by 59 per cent. With more touchpoints, 

there is more complexity. 

However, positively, this gives you an 

opportunity to share learning, contribute 

value and build rapport in the early stages 

of your working relationship. 

It used to be that a marketer was 

somebody who would generate leads, but 

now they play a more holistic role. You 

should be a leader in your field and share 

your knowledge.

The regional business community is 

hugely supportive, and there is a tangible 

willingness to advocate and encourage 

you.

Nurture meaningful relationships
People want to be approached as the 

individual, not as a prospect.

With this in mind, marketers should 

focus on building relationships and 

providing value.

Reach out and say hello, make a 

connection to someone in your network, 

or shout about the offering of the 

business. 

And be authentic.

Share your challenges, as well as your 

successes, to encourage more genuine 

relationships.

If you can create a space of honesty and 

openness, encouraging others to share 

their challenges, you will be able to more 

effectively provide solutions.

Explore new marketing mediums
The way we interact with businesses and 

brands has transformed.

And in the B2B space, this means 

embracing digital innovation, as 

businesses that don’t adopt a digital sales 

model will find themselves in a passé 

world. 

Content marketing has become a 

powerful way to connect with customers, 

engage with them and build positive brand 

image and sentiment.

It’s not a one size fits all, so explore 

which mediums work for you and your 

audience.

Maximise your network to connect with 

mentors, peers and your market. 

Share real-time posts to tell your 

business journey and introduce yourself to 

the business community.

We would love to hear from you, to tell 

your stories and share your experiences of 

navigating a shift in mindset. 

Please get in touch!

Chloe Holmes
Partnership and marketing manager 
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4Incredibly, this issue marks the 
halfway point in another year, one in 
which we’re still dogged by the legacy of 
COVID-19.

For many of us, the pandemic has left 
wounds that will never fully heal. 

Equally, it has had a transformative 
effect on our respective day-to-day 
outlooks, with a good number reaching 
for the metaphorical reset button.

The paths we once trod so regularly 
have become overgrown, with career 
pivots and fresh priorities taking us on 
new routes.

Change, though, has always been 
around us.

Indeed, long before the health crisis 
gripped the country, change was a 
fundamental part of our region, a crucial 
element of our DNA.

As sure as night follows day, we’ve 
always had a passion to push boundaries 
and take a punt on potential to make 
things better.

And this issue throws the spotlight on 
such endeavours.

We focus on Professor James Widmer, 
whose Washington-based Advanced 
Electric Machines is at the forefront of 
revolutionising the transport sector.

After swapping a career in aerospace 
for academia, Prof Widmer quickly 
identified a trend wherein car 
makers - keen to bolster their green 

credentials - were pushing ahead with 
battery-led projects that, contrary to 
their ambitions, were environmentally 
unsustainable.

Keen to stir positive change, Prof 
Widmer, who worked with industry 
during his PhD studies at Newcastle 
University, spun out his business into 
the marketplace. Today, it is working 
with stellar names including Bentley and 
zero-emission truck pioneer Tevva, to 
roll out electric motor technology for a 
true, greener future.

“If we weren’t going to look at 
alternatives,” he says, “then nobody else 
was going to either.”

His ethos is mirrored by make-up 
artist Kim Cattin, who appears in 
another of our features.

Five years ago, while working on an 
international magazine photoshoot, 
Kim found herself struggling to create 
a new look - brushed up, fluffy, natural 
eyebrows.

With a lack of suitable tools at her 
disposal, Kim - alongside mum Donna - 
came up with Soap Brows.

And, after months of kitchen-based 
experimenting, the pair launched West 
Barn Co.

Now, three years on, and having 
outgrown its original base in 
Meadowfield, close to Durham City, the 
company - which also includes Kim’s 

twin sister Kirsty - is now headquartered 
on Belmont Industrial Estate’s Mandale 
Park, from where batches of Soap 
Brows, and a raft of other products, are 
flying out of its doors.

The company is not just a family 
affair, but a tale of true entrepreneurial 
success, with change at its core.

And change sits at the heart of Jon 
Chadwick’s story too.

Once a Teesside NHS chief executive, 
Jon switched careers a few years ago 
to pursue a dream in what was then a 
burgeoning gin sector.

Seeing a rise in customers shunning 
big brand homogeneity for the unique 
alternatives of independent, local 
producers, he embarked on a complete 
career pivot.

Today, the market is flourishing and so 
too is Jon’s business Durham Distillery, 
to the extent it is close to completing 
a major expansion, which will see a 
new production hub, visitor centre and 
conference area open in the city’s Prince 
Bishops shopping centre.

Jon’s tale is one of perseverance 
and desire, and - like all successful 
entrepreneurs - understanding the 
crucial ingredients required to turn an 
idea into reality.

I hope you enjoy this issue.
Steven

Ours is a region that has long embraced change, and, as Steven 
Hugill explains, while the COVID-19 health crisis may have 
helped instigate new ventures, there are many out there that have 
long been on the trail of transformation… 

editor’s WORD
WELCOME                 TO                  ISSUE                                           452
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Your curated guide to the latest news, views, trends 
and technologies shaping the economic and business
landscape of the North East.

Business
Briefing_

Business briefing

A waste-to-energy firm has unveiled 
£150 million factory plans it says will help 
turbocharge the UK’s green revolution.   

Circular Fuels is building a plant at 
Teesworks, near Redcar, to convert non-
recyclable household and industrial waste 
into clean burning fuel.

Bosses say the site will create more 
than 50 jobs when it opens in 2024, and 
annually produce up to 50,000 tonnes 
of fuel. Its arrival represents another 
significant clean energy investment into 
the former SSI UK steelworks base, with 
wind turbine blade maker GE Renewable 
Energy and parts maker SeAH Wind 
having already expanded onto the site.

Hailing Circular Fuels’ coming, Tees 
Valley Mayor Ben Houchen said it was 
further proof of the area “driving forward 
the country’s net-zero ambitions”.

He said: “This is yet another ground-
breaking investment into low-carbon 
energy, further demonstrating how we are 
leading the UK in the clean energy sector.”

According to the business’ blueprint, 

its factory will turn waste into renewable 
dimethyl ether (rDME), which can be 
stored in cylinders and used by properties 
not connected to the national gas grid.

Søren Jacobsen, Circular Fuels’ 
director, added: “The use of non-
recyclable waste will reduce the UK’s 
reliance on imported fossil fuels and 
enables off-grid heating customers to 
lower their greenhouse gas emissions.”

Meanwhile, further plans are being 
rolled out to secure fresh investment 
across Tees Valley.

The Middlesbrough Development 
Corporation was launched last month to 
“transform the town.”

Middlesbrough Mayor Andy Preston 
said: “We’re building the first homes in 
the town centre for a generation and 
developing the best leisure venues 
for miles around (but) a Development 
Corporation will help us win more 
investment and create jobs of all kinds. 

“Middlesbrough can go head-to-head 
with popular cities.”

£150 million energy plant will ‘drive UK’s net-zero ambitions’
Development Animmersion eyes growth 

after UKSE support
Investment

A technology company is looking 
to expand its team and physical 
presence following a six-figure 
investment. Animmersion aims 
to recruit staff and create new 
operational functions thanks to 
backing from UKSE. The cash marks 
the second time UKSE - Tata Steel’s 
business support subsidiary - has 
assisted Middlesbrough-based 
Animmersion, having previously 
helped the firm develop its suite that 
includes animation and virtual and 
augmented reality services.

Sam Harrison, Animmersion chief 
executive, said: “This investment 
will help us to grow our team and 
consider a number of growth 
plans, including the setting up of a 
demonstration space.”

Sarah Thorpe, UKSE regional 
manager, added: “Animmersion is one 
of Teesside’s real success stories, and 
we are very pleased to support them 
with a second and larger investment, 
supported by the Government-
backed Recovery Loan Scheme. 

“It is very rewarding to build up 
relationships with companies and 
work alongside them as they grow.”

Business
Briefing_

FRP strengthens market 
offer with Wearside move
Business

An advisory firm has bolstered its regional 
presence with a third office opening. FRP 
has moved into Evolve Business Centre, in 
Houghton-le-Spring.

It says the site - which will be overseen 
by eight staff - will increase support for 
clients across Sunderland and Durham. 

It will also complement existing bases 
in Newcastle and Teesside. 

Shaun Hudson, FRP manager and 
restructuring advisory specialist in the 

North East, said: “Many businesses are 
forecasting challenging times, with  
supply chain disruption and increased 
operating costs impacting their ability 
to effectively bounce back from the 
pandemic.

“At this critical time, we are committed 
to providing businesses in Sunderland and 
Durham with specialist advice on patch, 
which is especially pleasing for me as a 
native Wearsider. 

 “We look forward to supporting 
businesses as they build resilience and 
innovate, while continuing to grow our 
practice across the region.”

Firm moulds future plans 
with backing
Manufacturing

An injection moulding firm is 
creating jobs following £100,000 
support it says will also fashion 
great financial progress.

Formula Plastics hopes to 
recruit as many as 20 staff and 
double turnover to around   
£4 million by the end of next year.

The plans come after the 
business, based in Newton 
Aycliffe, County Durham, 
partnered with NEL Fund 
Managers to secure cash from 
the North East Small Loan Fund 
- which is supported by the 
European Regional Development 
Fund - via the Recovery Loan 
Scheme.

The tie-up represents the 
seventh time the company - which 
supplies components to operators 
in the automotive, engineering, 
lighting and electronics sectors 
- has worked with NEL Fund 
Managers to secure growth 
capital.

Geoff Hodgson, Formula 
Plastics’ managing director 
said: “Our relationship with NEL 
has been a crucial factor in our 
success, and it made clear sense 
to talk to them once again.”

Jonathan Armitage, NEL Fund 
Managers’ investment executive, 
added: “It’s great to be working 
with Formula Plastics once again, 
and to see that their ambition to 
grow and create new jobs remains 
undimmed.”

Demand sees RWO build for 
future
Engineering

An engineering company has pledged to 
continue creating jobs after more than 
doubling a team to meet demand.

Newcastle-based RWO has expanded 
its structures division to seven people 
following the capture of more than 
£500,000 worth of work.

And managing director Ross Oakley 
says it will keep on investing in its team, 
with further engineers and specialist 
technicians earmarked to help deliver 
services in a busy marketplace.

  He added: “Despite the ongoing 
challenges, we remain positive and will 
continue to build on our successes, 
adding more senior experience to our 
team to further improve services.”

The business works with firms 
including Metnor Construction and 
Karbon Homes.

Jobs pledge as vet centre work 
starts
Construction

Building work has begun on a £2.7 million 
veterinary centre expected to create up 
to 70 jobs.

Bridge Referrals is moving to Boldon 
Business Park, in South Tyneside.

The base is expected to open towards 
the end of 2022, with bosses promising it 
will deliver a raft of posts, from specialist 
vet roles to nursing apprenticeships for 
school leavers, across its first two years 
of operation. Sarah Harrison, Bridge 
Referrals director, said: “We want to bring 
the best possible service and experience 
for clients and their animals, and our new 
home will allow us to do that.”

Councillor Mark Walsh, lead member 
for regeneration and economy at South 
Tyneside Council, added: “I look forward 
to watching this business grow and 
evolve.”

RWO’s structures division has experienced strong 
growth. Pictured, from left to right, are team members 
Rob Mounter, Reece Kesson, Andrew Gibson, Max 
Brewis, Matty Atkinson, Liam Turnbull and John 
Atkinson

Pictured, from left to right, are Iain Kennair, Bridge 
Referrals’ project manager, with dog Pebble; Dan Miller, 
Brims Construction site manager; and Bridge director 
Sarah Harrison, with dog Ernie

Pictured, from left to right, are Formula Plastics’ 
chairman John Suggate; NEL Fund Managers’ Jonathan 
Armitage; and Formula Plastics’ managing director Geoff 
Hodgson
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New jobs in recruitment firm 
expansion
Employment

A London digital recruitment agency is 
creating North East jobs after opening an 
office to break into the region’s market.

Futureheads Recruitment has set up a 
base in Newcastle’s Dobson House.

Headed by former Sage UK talent lead 
Susan Miller, it has already taken on four 
staff, with bosses hoping to have a team of 
ten by the end of the year. The company 
- co-founded by North East entrepreneur 
Charlie Hoult - works with high-growth 
tech start-ups, established corporates 
and consultancies, with its recruiters 
specialising in areas such as digital 
engineering, development and testing, and 
product and project management. 

Susan said: “The company’s recent 
growth has been impressive, and the time 
was right to look for an office outside 
London.”

Tie-up aims to aid graphene 
firm’s Asian growth
Manufacturing 

A company developing products with 
a so-called wonder substance has 
secured a fresh international deal.

Applied Graphene Materials has 
signed a distribution agreement with 
India’s Imkemex.

The firm, based at the Wilton 
Centre, near Redcar, says the 
partnership paves the way for 
significant use of its graphene 
in products across the country’s 
chemical processing sector.

A form of carbon and a single layer 
of graphite arranged in a honeycomb 
lattice, graphene is acclaimed by 
experts for being ultra-lightweight 
yet overtly tough and capable of 
conducting electricity, despite being 
as thin as a human hair.

Adrian Potts, Applied Graphene 
Materials’ chief executive, said: 
“We are committed to enabling the 
widespread application of graphene 
dispersions.”

IT operator completes office 
switch 
Technology

An IT firm has moved to new offices to 
support expansion plans.

Razorblue is now based on 
Stockton’s Riverside. 

Bosses say the site – which replaces 
a previous Teesside hub – provides 
room for more than 100 staff, with 
space for planned new arrivals and 
a recently–launched apprenticeship 
academy.

Dan Kitchen, chief executive at the 
business, which expects to hit  
£13 million turnover this year, said: 
“We are thrilled to have made this 
move and look forward to spending 
many years here as our exciting 
journey continues.”

• Dan Kitchen; The Last Word. See 
page 82

Lender cuts ribbon on new home
Finance

A challenger bank aiming to galvanise the 
regional property development sector 
has officially opened its headquarters. GB 
Bank has cut the ribbon on its 2 Centre 
Square base, in Middlesbrough. Bosses 
say the 11,000sq ft site will help the 
lender roll out its ambitions of delivering 
a step-change in funding support across 
the residential and commercial property 
sectors.

Stephen Lancaster, chief executive 
at the bank, which expects to officially 
launch to the market later this year, said: 
“2 Centre Square is a fantastic location, 

allowing us to draw upon the region’s 
established transport network and tap 
into the talent pool in Middlesbrough and 
across the North East. 

“This is a very exciting time as we 
continue to scale up and define our 
savings and lending proposition.”

Business
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Pump work provides catalyst for 
consultancy growth
Energy

A renewables sector consultancy has 
announced major expansion plans.

Clear Climate, based in Peterlee, east 
Durham, aims to double turnover to 
£5 million by the end of the year, and 
again to £10 million over the coming two 
years. It also wants to increase its office 
team from ten to 15 staff, and enlarge its 
engineering team from 50 to 60.

The company’s growth is being driven 
by an ever-strengthening foothold in the 
air source heat pump market, as the UK 
continues to switch to more sustainable 
energy sources, with the firm expecting 
to increase installations from 150 to 
around 500 a year.

Lee Peachey, director, said: “The 

fast-growing renewables sector presents 
a huge opportunity, and we’ve started 
planning to ensure we’re ideally placed 
to meet the demand for air source heat 
pumps.”

Pictured, from left to right, are Clear Climate directors 
Andy Smith and Lee Peachey

Business
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Battery maker Britishvolt takes 
wheel to clean up shipping 
industry
Manufacturing

A company behind 8000-job 
Northumberland vehicle battery factory 
plans has received investment to help 
clean up the maritime sector.

Britishvolt is working with Scorpio 
Group to steer the shipping industry 
towards cleaner power.

Orral Nadjari, Britishvolt founder 
and chief executive, said: “We will be a 
leader in the most important race facing 
humanity and our planet – the race to 
carbon net-zero.

“The time has come to transition from 
fossil fuels to clean, renewable, low-
carbon electricity. 

“The world deserves a clean air future 
for all.”

 David Morant, Scorpio UK managing 
director, added: “The UK is a world leader 
in battery and maritime innovation, and 
this partnership will further solidify that 
leadership.”

Britishvolt’s North East plant is 
earmarked to open in Cambois, on the old 
Blyth Power Station site, in 2024. 

The company says it has the potential 
to create 3000 direct jobs and up to 5000 
supply chain posts.

Earlier this year, the business signed 
deals with sportscar makers Lotus 
and Aston Martin to help develop the 
marques’ next generation electric-
powered luxury vehicles.

• Getting into gear for a greener future 
- Britishvolt’s part in the North East’s 
electric revolution. See pages 52 to 55

Finance
4�Advisor looks to future 

after takeover

An independent accountancy and 
business advisory firm has hailed a 
“wonderful opportunity” for growth 
after being bought by a fellow 
market operator.

Tait Walker has been taken over 
by Azets.

And Andrew Moorby, Tait Walker 
managing partner, says the deal will 
help the Gosforth-headquartered 
firm “enter the next phase” of its 
“long and successful journey.”

He added: “Azets is a business 
which shares our clear focus on 
people and clients – it is the perfect 
fit, both strategically and culturally.”

The tie-up has seen more than 170 
Tait Walker staff transfer to Azets, 
including 12 partners.

Investment
4�Roman looks to rule with 

support

A County Durham shower parts 
maker has pledged to bolster 
production after securing   
£1.5 million investment.

Roman says it will buy new 
machinery and materials to meet 
growing customer demand.

The blueprint follows cash 
support led by Maven Capital 
Partners that included £800,000 
from the Finance Durham Fund 
and £700,000 from the North East 
Development Capital Fund.

David Osborne, Roman chief 
executive, said: “This allows us to 
focus on optimising some amazing 
opportunities.”

News you may have missed

For more news and views across the 
North East, visit our website @
www.netimesmagazine.co.uk/news

Fairstone strengthens 
position with new deal
Finance

A wealth management firm has 
expanded with a takeover.

Fairstone has acquired Carlisle-
based Financial Concepts.

Newcastle-headquartered 
Fairstone says the deal has added 
more than 1700 clients and  
£135 million worth of funds under 
management to the business.

Ten advisers and staff have also 
shifted to the group.

Lee Hartley, Fairstone chief 
executive, said: “Financial 
Concepts struck us as a forward-
thinking firm, made up of a 
high-quality team who share our 
commitment to totally independent 
service. 

“The firm has a great reputation 
for serving clients over many 
years and is a great addition to the 
Fairstone family.”

The deal is Fairstone’s fourth 
such agreement of the year, 
with the business having already 
taken on East Devon Associates, 
Scottish Highlands-based 
East2West Financial Services and 
Huddersfield’s Brantwood Financial 
Planning.

Pictured, from left to right, are Simon Blenkinsop, 
Susan Miller, Sarah Tierney and Futureheads managing 
director Nathan Callaghan

Pictured, from left to right, are Stephen Black, GB Bank co-founder; Councillor David Coupe, chair of Teesside 
Pension Fund Committee; Middlesbrough Mayor Andy Preston; Stephen Lancaster, GB Bank co-founder and chief 
executive; and Dr Emma Black, GB Bank co-founder
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Leaving another legacy

Thirty years ago, Sunderland was awarded city status.  That same year, a young James 
Silver – now managing director of developer Landid – visited Sunderland’s then-flagship 

office site Doxford International Business Park, for its royal launch, his father Trevor 
having been instrumental in its rapid creation. Now, three decades on, and with James 
at the helm of the business his father founded, Landid is ready to play its part in the 

ongoing transformation of the young city. Here, James shares more about Landid’s love for 
Sunderland and the hand it hopes to have in creating more and better city centre jobs. 

Walk the streets of Sunderland 

city centre today, and the feeling 

of positivity is incredibly palpable - 

and that’s even before you factor in 

the football club’s recent Wembley 

success.

Backed by huge investment from 

Legal & General, and led by council 

bosses keen to deliver watershed 

reinvigoration, commercial 

and cultural developments are 

progressing at pace.

The transformation is felt no 

more keenly that at Riverside 

Sunderland, where The Beam 

and City Hall structures stand as 

flagship office space and council 

headquarters, respectively, on land 

that once housed the city’s famous 

Vaux brewery. 

Over the way, and The Fire 

Station, an £11 million music, 

drama, dance and comedy hub, 

is welcoming bumper crowds, 

while also nearby, plans have 

just been approved to create a 

new food, drink and leisure base 

among grade-II listed stables at 

Sheepfolds.

And things will look different 

again very soon, when developer 

Landid completes work on two 

further office sites, known as 

Maker and Faber.

Bosses have already secured 

RSA Insurance as a tenant for 

Faber, with the business switching 

from Doxford International Business 

Park, and are in discussions with 

a number of other operators to 

secure further deals ahead of the 

buildings opening in 2024.

Guest contributor James Silver_

A changing landscape
Development

Words by James Silver
Managing director at developer Landid 

4Sunderland is a remarkable city, and I 

don’t think there is anywhere else in the 

country that is undergoing the same level 

of change. 

What is taking place is regeneration on 

an unprecedented scale, and I think that’s 

what makes the development we’re leading 

– the construction of Maker and Faber, 

together amounting to 200,000sq ft of 

office space – all the more exciting; when 

it’s set in the context of an urban quarter 

with so much change underway, in a city 

that is absolutely future-focused.

When dad developed Doxford, I 

remember his pride at knowing he had 

created a place that would be home 

to more jobs than the shipyards in 

Sunderland. 

There were unexpected consequences 

in the rise of the out-of-town office 

parks; they effectively hollowed out the 

city, leaving the centre of Sunderland 

underactive as an economic motor.

The work of the council – and the 

buildings we are creating will contribute to 

more than one million sq ft of office space, 

which will bring thousands of jobs to the 

heart of Sunderland.  

Those employees will spend their money 

in shops, cafes and restaurants in the city 

centre; they’ll visit the new attractions 

that are taking shape; they’ll power the 

resurgence of the whole area, fuelling 

more change. 

It’s hugely exciting.  

We want to play a really positive part in 

Sunderland’s revival.  

We want to work with the local 

community and ensure that – when these 

offices do open – they become a hub and 

an ecosystem in themselves.  

We’re not just speaking to big 

businesses about space in them.  

While RSA was announced as the first 

occupier of Faber, we’re already speaking 

to ambitious indigenous businesses about 

smaller office spaces that will give them 

room to grow.  

We want to be a place for ambitious 

businesses – and they come in all shapes 

and sizes. 

Maker and Faber will be fun places to 

work. 

Focused on wellbeing, they will enjoy 

exceptional air quality and lots of natural 

light, and they will create a sense of 

community, building on the fact that 

offices are places where colleagues often 

become friends, and where friends work 

together to achieve exceptional things.  

These buildings are the next generation 

of the office, for the next generation of 

business – and I am enormously proud 

to be the next generation of my family to 

deliver something that I know will deliver 

for Sunderland.

‘Levelling–up’ has long been a flagship policy of the Government, and was also 
a key focus of last month’s Queen’s Speech. A high-profile initiative within the 
drive has been the Towns Fund, a £3.6 billion pot offered to an initial 100 local 

authorities, which were asked to bid with an economic and social growth plan worthy 
of investment. Among the very first to win funding was Darlington, which has secured 

£23.3 million to boost jobs and employment skills, and improve the town’s key 
gateways. Here, Angela Howey, chair of Darlington’s Towns Fund board, explains how 

it plans to lay the foundations for future success by building on past glories.

4When we were invited to bid for 

Towns Fund cash, we knew this was a 

once–in–a–generation opportunity to 

make deep-rooted changes in Darlington 

– to regenerate key parts of the town, 

create economic opportunities for people 

young and old, and build relationships 

with new partners.

Darlington has all the components 

for success – excellent transport links, 

a young and educated population and 

a number of major employers – but the 

funding will provide the impetus for some 

strategic, long-term upgrades. 

The Towns Fund board, made up 

of people from across the public and 

private sectors, had the kernel of an idea 

to focus on ‘gateways’ in the initial Town 

Investment Plan (TIP).

Darlington’s TIP is, in part, inspired 

by a journey a visitor might make, 

connecting its two railway stations via a 

route through the town centre.

First, there should be a sense of arrival 

at the main station, before encountering 

a ‘pearl string’ of heritage, independent 

retail, culture and learning through the 

town centre, then heading up into the 

Railway Heritage Quarter.

There’s a strong focus on skills, 

through investment in a new T-levels 

programme at Darlington College, and 

an adult skills centre in a purpose-built 

facility in the landmark Northern Echo 

building, the purchase of which we’ve 

just completed. 

We’re also looking to create a town 

centre that’s vibrant, a place people want 

to visit and support the shops, bars and 

cafes that are the backbone of our retail 

economy. 

And at the heart of the plans are 

our heritage assets, bringing historic 

buildings back into public ownership and 

giving them a new purpose, and making 

connections with the work being done 

to prepare for the 2025 bicentenary 

celebrations of the Stockton and 

Darlington Railway.

It’s a wide-ranging programme but one 

I’m confident is built of strong elements 

that tie together in support of each 

other and other ongoing projects, which 

include the major upgrade of the town’s 

mainline railway station.

The arrival of hundreds of civil servants 

as the Treasury and other Government 

departments transfer to Darlington is 

another boost to our proposals and 

shows our aspirations as a town that 

can play a key role nationally, as well as 

regionally, are well founded. 

Darlington was built on the hard work, 

innovation and forward-thinking of 

previous generations. 

We’re proud of our rail heritage and 

our place in the history books, but it’s just 

as important to look forward and create 

a modern town that supports a thriving 

economy and a well-trained population.

Darlington can’t rest on its past glories, 

but it can use them as a springboard to 

future success.

As the cradle of the railway, Darlington 

was a major catalytic force in driving a 

new era of employment and economic 

growth nearly 200 years ago.

So it’s rather fitting then, as the 

town prepares to mark the bicentenary 

of its rail heritage in 2025, that it 

stands at the front of the queue on a 

new Government platform aimed at 

introducing a fresh age of prosperity.

With £23.3 million secured from the 

Towns Fund, work is being rolled out to 

create and attract more jobs, bolster 

existing skills and refresh Darlington’s 

gateways – including its mainline 

railway station that remains a crucial 

national connection hub.

Described as a “cornerstone” of 

the Government’s much–vaunted 

‘levelling–up’ agenda, Downing 

Street says the Towns Fund will 

“help reshape our towns and cities 

into places where businesses and 

communities can thrive… to ensure 

nobody is left without hope or 

opportunity”.

And in a world where the cost of 

living crisis continues, it represents a 

welcome start on a journey towards 

fresh growth and success.

Guest contributor Angela Howey_

A gateway to the future

On track for change
Regeneration

Words by Angela Howey
Chair of the Darlington Towns Fund board
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For someone who once sparked 

controversy for appearing to lie down on 

the Commons’ frontbench during a Brexit 

debate, Jacob Rees-Mogg is pretty adept 

at making people sit up and take notice.

From using the war in Ukraine to 

downplay ‘partygate’ as “the fluff of 

politics”, to incredibly insensitive comments 

about the Grenfell fire tragedy, he’s never 

too far from drawing voters’ ire.

And he’s at it again, this time with home 

working.

While all around the Government lurches 

from one crisis to the next, Mr Rees-Mogg 

is continuing to push for the return of civil 

servants to the office - despite workers, 

unions and various studies pointing to 

continued strong productivity levels.

Pushing for change
Politics

Words by Steven Hugill

Making it work
Of all the lessons learned from the health crisis, the benefits of home working were quite 
clearly one of the stand out take aways. Unless you’re Jacob Rees-Mogg, that is. The 
minister for Brexit opportunities and Government efficiency is on a mission to return 
civil servants to the office, despite continued counter claims from staff, bosses and unions 
that the new status quo remains productive. Here, Steven Hugill looks at the post-
pandemic working environment and why the Government should be focusing elsewhere 
when it comes to making concerted change.

Opinion POLITICS

4You know your world has headed off in 

a rather startling direction when Nadine 

Dorries appears in your rear view mirror 

as an apparent ally.

But that was the case recently when 

the culture secretary - taking time out 

from her quest to privatise Channel 

4 - took aim at Jacob Rees-Mogg’s own 

crusade to return civil servants to the 

office.

That’s right, in a world where breadline 

families continue to struggle against 

rising costs while the Chancellor sits 

on a £730 million fortune*, and where a 

Prime Minister blithely breaks the very 

COVID-19 rules he rubberstamped, we’re 

being treated to a culture war.

Both ventures are needless acts, born 

not out of evidenced benefits, but the 

folly of individuals - in a Government 

seeking to reclaim any shred of control 

around its battered reputation - seemingly 

intent on hitting those who dare to defy 

its rule.

In a real moment of the kettle calling 

the pot grimy a**e, Ms Dorries reportedly 

sparred - light-heartedly it is said - with 

her top-hatted counterpart over his 

‘Dickensian’ stance on home working.

Ho, ho. If it wasn’t so trivial, it would be 

ridiculous. Actually, it is ridiculous.

If the pandemic taught us anything - 

beyond how an administration shouldn’t 

deal with a health crisis - it was that home 

working, and at the very least remote 

working, erm, works.

And there is proof to match; spoiler 

alert - this magazine, like many others 

before it - and pre-pandemic issues too - 

was produced with a great deal of remote 

and home working; this very article was 

written in a bedroom-turned-office.

* Sunday Times Rich List 2022

Furthermore, recent research from 

technology giant Microsoft shows the 

new working landscape is yielding great 

benefits. According to its Work Trend 

Index, 84 per cent of those surveyed said 

they were as productive - or even more 

productive - compared to a year ago, with 

less than half of business leaders claiming 

output had been negatively impacted.

In addition, findings from the Office for 

National Statistics show home working is 

having a positive impact on mental health 

too, with employees avoiding the stress 

and anxiety of the commute.

Now, of course, some roles - in heavy 

engineering and manufacturing, certainly 

- don’t lend themselves to converting a 

section of home space into a place of 

endeavour. And I understand too the 

argument that home working has the 

potential to deprive fresh starters vital 

mentorship from older colleagues, as do I 

appreciate the calls around the reduction 

in town and city centre spending (though 

it does dramatically reduce travel and 

therefore pollution).

Offices, quite clearly, will remain a vital 

part of the business world. But the era of 

counting people in and out of the door 

each day, and the hard and fast rule of 

being seen is therefore being productive, 

has gone.

The two can - and do - work together 

in harmony.

And by doing so, those fears will be 

assuaged.

Another thing I I can’t square away is 

the insinuation, nay blatant accusation, 

that home working is a massive drain on 

productivity.

Again, if we’re to learn anything from 

COVID-19, one of the main take aways 

has been the value of placing power and 

trust in employees’ hands. 

Personal experience tells me - as do 

conversations with business owners and 

commentators across the region - that 

bestowing confidence in workers, delivers 

greater buy-in and thus output.

To suggest otherwise, and to 

leave office staff crass messages on 

noticeboards about seeing them the 

next time you call in - as Mr Rees-Mogg 

has done - is to arrogantly place lazy 

stereotypes around individuals’ necks.

So too, is to suggest a link between 

civil servants working remotely and the 

timings of England cricket matches.

Yet that is what the minister for Brexit 

opportunities - spoiler alert two; they’re in 

scarce supply - did recently.

Apparently, it was a throwaway line, 

but under this present regime, how can 

you be so sure?

Can you imagine? ‘Leave that cover 

drive in the dressing room, Stokesy. We 

don’t want to excite them too much, or 

the civil service will grind to a halt…’

As it happens, Mr Rees-Mogg is 

a lifelong fan of Somerset County 

Cricket Club, a team that has never won 

England’s premier domestic crown.

And he’s batting on a sticky wicket with 

his home working push.

Equally can I fathom the timing of it all.

With the country wrapped in a cost of 

living crisis; with Brexit (still) hurting trade 

and uncertainty around the Northern 

Ireland protocol; with an administration 

racking up 126 fines for flouting COVID-19 

rules; with voters spurning the Tories at 

recent local elections; and with a Prime 

Minister and his administration exposed 

in Sue Gray’s ‘partygate’ report, why now?

Why, in among everything else, do 

you bloody-mindedly press ahead with a 

campaign that isn’t needed? 

Boris Johnson continues to talk about 

getting on with the important job of 

growing the UK in the post-pandemic 

landscape.

Fine, you absolutely do that.

And while you do, those working from 

home, or at least mixing the home with 

the office, will do theirs.

Sound like a plan?
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A COMPANY’S BIGGEST ASSET IS USUALLY ITS 
workforce. 

But it can also be its biggest nightmare.

Since time immemorial, business owners, managers 

and HR teams have lain awake at night worrying 

about staff issues, be they retention, recruitment, 

performance or engagement.

In the post-COVID–19 world, in a jobseeker’s market, 

businesses must work harder than ever to keep or 

attract staff looking for a better work/life balance, or 

reasons to keep showing up beyond the monthly pay 

packet. 

But how do you decide where to target your energies 

as a business owner? 

Enter IA Growth, the Belmont Business Park-based 

business growth expert, which has led the way in 

organisational analytics – the use of data to understand 

how fulfilled or engaged a workforce is at the touch of 

a button.

Company director Graham Sleep says: “The changes 

in workforce attitudes have opened new conversations; 

words like engagement, fulfilment and happiness 

are now commonplace, and it is how businesses 

understand and act on these which often causes a 

problem.”

Building on a strategic partnership with Harrison 

Assessments Analytics, IA Growth uses software 

that allows companies to gather information from 

each member of staff using a simple 20–minute 

questionnaire.

Graham says: “It’s not a personality test. 

“It’s about their preferences; we ask them to rank 

what things they like, and what they are not so 

concerned about.

“If you like something, you are more likely to give 

it your all. And if you give it your all, then you’ll get 

better at it, and receive better feedback. That’s the key 

principle. 

“The other key principle is around paradoxes. 

“For example, in communication, ‘frankness’ and 

‘diplomacy’ might be seen as competing ideas, but you 

need both to progress – we can measure a person’s 

approach in different areas.”

The data gathered from staff can be used at an 

individual level – confidentially analysed by IA Growth 

– to identify specific coaching or development needs, 

or to pick out people to put on the fast track.

It can also be used to highlight team or company-

wide gaps in training, or to give the data to back up 

decision making.

Graham uses a recent visit to a company in the 

region as an example.

He says: “I noticed a whiteboard with a list of 

approximately 50 staff benefits they were looking to 

offer to existing people and future recruits. 

“I asked them if they had done a survey or used any 

quantitative data or intelligence to understand what 

was needed – they didn’t see that the technology 

existed to do this, and that probably three or four of 

these benefits may be all that was needed. 

“This is not an isolated incident. We need tools 

that eliminate or reduce bias and a potential lack of 

confidence to understand what our staff really want.”

One company to have seen the benefits of 

organisational analysis is metal mesh manufacturer The 

Expanded Metal Company. 

Managing director Phil Astley says: “We were 

introduced to IA Growth at a crucial time, as we 

developed future strategy and direction for a key part 

of our business. 

Business_
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Making data more personal

We live in a world driven by data. Every second of every day, machines gather 
trillions of bits of information, churning their findings into reports and statistics that 
are analysed and used to make decisions. But although data rules, when it comes to 
using cool, calculated analysis to manage people in the workplace, employers are 
traditionally more hesitant. Here, Graham Sleep, director at Durham–based IA Growth, 
tells North East Times how data can help companies understand what drives their 
workforce and give them the confidence to make big decisions.

www.iagrowth.co.uk
@IaGrowth

IA Growth
-
For more 
information on 
how IA Growth’s 
organisational 
analytics support 
could help your 
company take 
its next step 
forward, email 
enquiries@
iagrowth.co.uk 
or visit www.
iagrowth.co.uk/
contact/

“It became clear at an early stage that various people 

issues, directly or indirectly, were affecting key and 

time-critical improvement ambitions.  

“From the initial scope, we broadened our review to 

encompass all our leadership team and those people we 

felt had high potential.

“This culminated in a number of adjustments 

across the organisational structure, from enhanced 

responsibilities through to creating new roles to better 

utilise skills and talent.

“We embraced IA Growth’s data driven process and 

now we have a senior team in the roles, capable of 

delivering our future growth ambitions. 

“The next step is to utilise the existing data, add in 

similar metrics from recent appointments and further 

develop the organisational analytics reporting.  

“This will help underpin the key metrics of 

improvement across our organisation and workforce, 

and the development of new talent.

“We are looking forward to continuing our work with 

IA Growth, using their intelligent recruitment service, 

aligning people improvement to overall business 

improvement, and developing our current and future 

leaders within.”

The strength of organisational analytics is, of course, 

dependent on the strength of the data inputted. 

The software sends prompts if the company tries to 

run reports using data that is more than a year old or 

incomplete. The data is given a reliability score – if it 

achieves less than 80 per cent, the software will refuse 

to produce a report.

Graham, pictured above, left, with Phil, adds: 

“Nobody jumps into every aspect of organisational 

analytics from the start. 

“They maybe use it as a recruitment tool, or perhaps 

to direct an individual’s coaching journey.

“What it does is help business owners or leaders gain 

confidence as they see the results in one area, which in 

Business_
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turn gives them the momentum to use it in other areas 

and gives validity to key decisions.

“We get feedback from staff that it has offered them 

more development opportunities, that there’s better 

communication among teams – it supports a lot of 

positives that people can see across a company and 

that can only lead to a more engaged and happier 

workforce.”

How objective data can support your people 
plans and business objectives:

CULTURE:
•  Assess your organisational culture and discover 

risk areas

•  Explore the impact of individual and group 

behaviours on team dynamics

•  Understand engagement and fulfilment levels 

across your business

•  See how individual’s values align with your 

business objectives and goals

 

TALENT:
• Easily pinpoint strengths and identify your high 

potentials

• Drill down to each employee’s key factors

• Retain your top talent by understanding what is 

important to individuals and groups

 

LEADERSHIP:
•  Measure senior and emerging leadership 

competency

•  Gain insight into the specific set of behaviours 

that impact each competency

•  Implement actionable development plans that 

provide guidance and generate enthusiasm

INTELLIGENT RECRUITMENT:
•  Measure talent prior to a recruitment offer, 

aligned completely to key values of the 

organisation and traits of the role

•  Gain insight into the psychological flips that 

may occur in prospective talent when placed in 

stressed situations

•  Drill down into emotional intelligence, 

leadership behaviours and even remote working 

capabilities

•  Understand how potential recruits may fit within 

existing teams
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“And if they need to claim, if they need to replace 

machinery or rebuild a unit, they may find the cost 

of doing so exceeds the amount of coverage they are 

buying, particularly in the current economic climate.

“Our constant aim at Todd & Cue is to ensure 

the coverage is continually reviewed and amended 

accordingly, so clients are not potentially putting 

themselves at risk of under-insurance.

“If we enter a recession, clients understandably might 

think they perhaps won’t buy as much insurance if they 

are looking to save costs. 

“It is up to us as their risk advisors to make sure they 

are buying the products that are necessary, and that 

we can explain why they are necessary and then source 

these products at competitive terms.”

One of the key challenges the sector faces is in 

providing the cover and aligning it with the cost 

expectations of the client.

Mark says: “We recognise the need for our clients to 

manage costs during these uncertain times.

“Fundamentally, our role is to make sure that in the 

event of a loss any claims are paid as they expect, 

which allows them to return to daily activity in the same 

position as they were pre-loss.

“And we feel we are well placed to have those 

discussions, thanks to the industry knowledge we have 

across our team and the insurer relationships we have 

across the market place.

“Each client has bespoke requirements – we work to 

understand their business and help them navigate the 

challenges ahead, mitigating the risks along the way.”

Another area where organisations need to be aware 

of the risks of under-insurance, says Mark, centres 

Insurance_
Advertising feature_Todd & Cue

Navigating an uncertain future

www.toddcue.co.uk
@ToddCue

THERE ARE STORM CLOUDS GATHERING; FEARS 
of a recession, rumours of double–digit inflation, 

concerns the cost of energy and raw materials will 

continue to spiral.

As such, we’re all mindful of tightening our belts.

It’s a time when many businesses might start to look 

at where savings can be made on the cost base. 

Some may be considering cutting back on insurance 

cover, perhaps viewing some aspects of their insurance 

program as an unnecessary outgoing in the face of 

other pressures, or simply reducing cover across the 

board.

But, argues Mark Armstrong, managing director of 

Team Valley–based Chartered independent insurance 

broker Todd & Cue, it is in times of uncertainty that 

businesses need to make sure their insurance coverage 

is at its strongest, to avoid the risk of being under-

insured and ultimately being penalised in the event of 

a claim.

And the firm is on hand to work closely with clients, 

to delve into their business and understand how it 

operates in the wider world, and how it might be 

buffeted by outside influences.

Mark says: “As inflation rises, there is a knock-on 

effect on the levels of insurance cover that businesses 

have.

“Some will have index-linked policies, meaning their 

respective sums insured will be increased in line with 

inflation, though not all are index-linked and, if they just 

renew at the same level as in previous years, they may 

find these levels are inadequate.  

“The costs of machinery, plant and materials are all 

continuing to rise. 

When financial uncertainty looms, it’s natural to look at ways to cut costs. But as Mark Armstrong, 
managing director of Chartered independent insurance broker Todd & Cue, tells North East Times, 
cutting back on insurance can be a false economy, one that can leave a business without enough 
cover to weather the storm. 

Todd & Cue
-
For more 
information about 
how Todd & Cue’s 
expert support 
can help your 
business, call 
0191 482 0050 
or email info@
toddcue.com

around business interruption cover.

Business interruption insurance generally comes with 

an indemnity period of anywhere between 12 and 60 

months. 

A client’s loss of revenue or profit will be protected 

for the duration of the indemnity period. 

The risk, though, says Mark, is that as global supply 

chains are stretched and lead times for plant and 

machinery, in particular, will get longer, firms can 

potentially leave themselves without a long enough 

indemnity period to cover replacement times.

He adds: “This is a discussion we’re having with lots 

of clients at the moment.

“If a manufacturing firm loses use of a key piece of 

machinery, they need to order a replacement. 

“Something they previously might have been able to 

source within six months, might now be as much as 18 

months.

“Are they adequately protected to make sure their 

policy will protect them over that duration? 

“If they can’t replace the kit in the policy window they 

have available to them, then there is the potential for 

significant financial impact on the business.

“As a broker, through our client discussions, we seek 

to understand these and other issues to ensure all 

covers bought are adequate.”

We all in business, and life, have experienced a long 

and uncertain two years, and many organisations were 

beginning to enjoy some stability and growth. 

But the economy is changing once more, and the 

outlook is once again uncertain.

Mark adds: “What will our economy, the global 

economy, look like even three or six months down the 

line?

“Our clients are fully aware of the challenges, and we 

aim to work hand–in–hand with them in assisting with 

some of those challenges.

“They expect us to come up with a product set that’s 

fit for purpose at a reasonable cost.

“The last 18 months have been extremely volatile in 

the insurance market, but since the start of the year we 

have seen some stabilisation of insurance rates. 

“In maintaining continual and detailed discussions, 

we are intent on avoiding the nasty surprise during our 

pricing reviews.

“Our role is to understand where they are heading 

and how they can address the challenges ahead 

of them, making sure their insurance covers them 

adequately during challenging times.”

Insurance_
Advertising feature_Todd & Cue
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4Last month, Leeds’ Royal Armouries 

hosted the first UK Real Estate Investment 

and Infrastructure Forum (UKREiiF). 

The three-day event attracted more 

than 4000 visitors and connected people, 

places and businesses to showcase the 

scale of investable propositions they have 

across their region, and highlight future 

opportunities to developers, investors and 

occupiers from across the globe. 

The main exhibition hall was teeming 

with Government departments and 

ministers, investors, funders, developers, 

housebuilders, end-users and more. 

The 200 local authorities, regions and 

cities present may have been battling 

for investment from the 1000-plus 

investors, developers and occupiers, 

but there was a collaborative mood, 

rather than a competitive one, and an 

acknowledgement that investment must 

come across the UK if the Government is 

to fulfil its ‘levelling-up’ agenda and meet 

net-zero targets.

Invest Newcastle, who are part of 

NewcastleGateshead Initiative, led a 

regional delegation to UKREiiF claiming 

the central point among the 80-plus stalls 

in the exhibition hall - not far from County 

Durham’s presence.

Visitors were attracted to the 

investment proposition, development 

opportunities and 100-strong delegation, 

which included recently-appointed 

Newcastle City Council chief executive 

Pam Smith, Newcastle University’s 

pro-vice chancellor of engagement and 

place Jane Robinson, and North of Tyne 

Authority Mayor Jamie Driscoll, as well 

as 20-plus private sector sponsors and 

supporters that included Womble Bond Dickinson, 

CGI, Avison Young and Ryder Architecture. 

When the Invest Newcastle contingent moved from 

the main hall to the second floor Cinema Stage, next to 

the main museum, on the first day of the conference, 

it was standing room only and the venue was packed 

with the largest developers and investors from across 

the UK and globe, as well as key players, influencers 

and decision-makers within the investment and real 

estate sectors. 

They had come to hear from a strong North East 

panel about what the region has to offer and the 

attention it has been receiving from national and global 

investors. 

The event was chaired by Michelle Percy, Newcastle 

City Council’s director of place, who sat alongside 

Jane Robinson; Tom Lynch, group commercial director 

and senior vice president at ASM Global, the operator 

of The Sage; Matt Beeton, Port of Tyne chief executive; 

and Nigel Emmerson, head of the Newcastle office and 

the national housing group at Womble Bond Dickinson, 

which sponsored the session.

In her introduction as chair, Michelle warmed the 

audience by referencing not only Newcastle United’s 

recent £300 million takeover, and the long-term 

economic and social benefits to the entire city, but 

the retention of the club’s Premier League status the 

previous night, which even drew a few cheers.

Newcastle, she said - according to The Levelling Up 

Tech Power League - is the eighth fastest growing city 

in the UK, having attracted a record number of inward 

investors, not to mention approval of two multi-million-

pound ‘levelling-up’ bids from the Government and 

the relocation of 9000 HMRC staff to the city centre, 

which will have a major impact.

A long-term investor and the region’s largest law 

firm, Womble Bond Dickinson, which has 27 offices 

across the UK and US, sees Newcastle as a city capable 

of reaching the top of the Power League chart - as well 

as making major leaps in the world’s biggest football 

league over the coming years. 

It has deep roots in the North East, noting the city 

as one of the best places in the UK to live, work and do 

business. 

Moving to Newcastle Helix after 23 years on 

the Quayside, it is committed to playing its part in 

the future success of the region by leveraging its 

transatlantic connections so that the North East can 

continue to be among the best and uniquely positioned 

for investment for years to come. 

During the event, Michelle highlighted major 

projects in the pipeline - including the BBC’s   

£25 million commitment to the North East over five 

years, and the £300 million-plus investment in The 

Sage, the international venue for world-class business 

and entertainment on Gateshead Quayside. 

The development, operated by ASM Global, is set to 

support more than 2000 jobs and attract one million 

additional visitors annually, as well as give a  

£100 million boost to the regional economy. 

She added: “Newcastle is also the first city in 

the world to have a local authority, hospital trust 

and university declaring a climate emergency and 

making net-zero commitments, making the city an 

international climate leader.

“We have a city with the highest concentration of 

listed buildings, which makes it beautiful, but, with a 

population of 249,000, we’re also facing challenges 

for bringing forward residential and commercial 

development.

“It’s important to get the consultation right and 

ensure we’re providing quality, affordable homes and 

spaces for our residents and businesses. 

“It’s a challenge, but we have to do it well.” W
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The UK Real Estate Investment and Infrastructure Forum conference in Leeds 
firmly threw the spotlight on the North East, with many exciting projects and 
future investment opportunities highlighted to national and global delegates. 
North East Times’ business journalist Colin Young attended the event, and 
heard from a number of individuals, including Womble Bond Dickinson head of 
Newcastle office Nigel Emmerson, about why the area has the people, places 
and potential to continue growing its presence on the international stage.
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In her introduction to Matt, she spoke of Port of Tyne’s 

ambitious net-zero roadmaps to become carbon neutral by 2030 

and an all-electric port by 2040, and the infrastructure which will 

support sector growth in the north. 

With Newcastle University rated first in the UK for sustainable 

development, pro-vice chancellor Jane needed little introduction 

and she said the region’s academics are leading the way in 

research, adding the city’s approach to public and private sector 

collaboration will help meet net-zero targets. 

Results from the Research Excellence Framework (REF2021) 

were announced just before UKREiiF, with both Newcastle and 

Northumbria universities performing strongly in these prestigious 

rankings. 

Jane said the combined research power of Newcastle’s two 

universities will further advance the region’s growing reputation 

for world-leading innovation and, together with Durham, now 

make a northern research powerhouse.

She added: “We’re so proud of this and how we work together 

with our partners and stakeholders to make a lasting social and 

economic impact through our research - at home, in the UK and 

across the world.

“Newcastle and the North East have always been a place of 

innovation; it’s in our DNA. 

“We want to make sure we’re creating these opportunities 

through innovation and assist those who want to re-skill and offer 

real jobs, so they’ll stay. 

“Data and digital are huge growth areas, and with Northumbria 

University and colleges, we are working closely with employers 

to understand the skills requirements needed, because they’re 

evolving so quickly; we need to make sure pathways are set up. 

“National research power has increased and it’s important 

to emphasise, with the research taking place at the National 

Innovation Centre for Ageing and the National Innovation Centre 

for Data, that we’re working in collaboration with our partners to 

make the most of that research. 

“There are lots of ideas and we’re really good at making things 

happen - because we work together.

“Newcastle Helix is a fantastic example of that. 

“We’re already delivering on net-zero targets in partnership 

with the city, which really does put us on the map.”

Nigel was asked why Newcastle is so special, and he said a 

colleague from the US, who called him that morning, had helped 

provide the answer.

He said: “He was talking about bringing a delegation to 

Newcastle and I said, ‘why Newcastle?’ 

“He said, ‘we’ve done Manchester and London, and we’re 

curious about Newcastle and the North East; we’ve never been 

further north than Manchester and Newcastle is very much on the 

radar.’ 

“It was great to hear, and he said there were three points - three 

Ps - people, place and possibilities, and Newcastle has the lot. 

“It was voted friendliest city in the country in 2019 and there are 

50,000 students in the city centre, who are full of innovation and 

energy.

“It’s a wonderful and beautiful city, with the highest number of 

listed buildings behind London and Bath, and green areas like the 

wonderful Town Moor and a real sense of community.

Matt added: “There’s real momentum in Port of Tyne, Newcastle 

and the whole North East - and we’re also seeing a lot going on in 

Teesside. 

“People like our ambition and the fact we have a strategy at Port 

of Tyne to be carbon neutral quickly.

“We’re looking to provide skills for today in contracts that last 

for 60-plus years.

“It will need skills which are not even a thing today, so it’s 

important to have people researching and discovering new skills 

for young people round the region.

“This is an area which is going to reinvent itself five or six times, 

and these ‘generational markets’ are what we need to attract into 

the region. 

“This is not just about the city of Newcastle, but the whole 

region and creating generations of jobs.

“We want our children to have the opportunities to live and 

work in our region and further their careers.”

Tom said: “Newcastle is a friendly place and a great city to visit, 

and, in our industry, that is just equity. 

“The cultural offer is phenomenal, and it 

has such powerful pedigree. 

“The Sage will be set in a region with a 

global reputation for its leisure and cultural 

offer. 

“There is continued momentum and you 

sense things are about to happen. 

“It’s there, and it’s deliverable.

“People come and say, ‘wow, Newcastle 

is such a gorgeous city’.

“They come, not really knowing what to 

expect, but leave knowing the place and 

falling in love with it.”

The panel also tackled the ‘levelling-

up’ agenda, and Michelle said it was 

incumbent on all interested parties in the 

city to be ready for the eventual concrete 

plans and announcements from the 

Government.

She said: “The Government is talking 

about what ‘levelling-up’ is and how they 

will deliver it, and they will continue to talk 

about that; it’s critical to be ready and land 

the investment we want. 

“We know the work we’ve done on the 

first round of the Levelling Up Fund for 

ambitious projects in our city centre and 

for a new leisure centre has been really 

successful, so we know we have a good 

model.

“There’s a growing sense of confidence 

on what our key elements need to be. 

Matt added: “The whole region sits 

on the edge of some of the biggest 

developments and opportunities, including 

energy security, and we are talking with 

investors now about investing in the port 

to meet the challenge.”

After the event, North East Times spoke 

to Nigel and Tom, who were delighted with 

the response of the packed audience to 

their collective North East pitch.

Nigel said: “This is a huge event to raise 

the profile of Newcastle and the North 

East to attract investment. 

“People are curious about what’s going 

on in the North East. 

“We’re living in a more sustainable world 

and the North East is leading the way, 

so it’s about raising our profile because 

ultimately that’s good for all of us.

“Newcastle is a brilliant place and things 

are happening, and it’s about getting that 

message out there and keeping it going.”

Tom added: “The word is 

transformational. 

“Newcastle doesn’t need to transform 

but the developments in tech space and 

culture are creating something new for the 

region and it’s really exciting to be at the 

start of that.

“The Sage is a meeting of tech and 

culture and hopefully we can be a catalyst 

for more.”

Across 14 stages, there were key themes 

and roundtables aimed at leading the 

industry conversation, including the UK’s 

net-zero target, social value and inclusive 

growth, the future of real estate, building 

better communities and inclusive inward 

investment.

It also provided an opportunity to hear 

contributions from minister for investment 

Lord Gerry Grimstone and minister for 

science, research and innovation George 

Freeman, as well as high-profile city 

mayors, such as Andy Burnham and 

Tracy Brabin, and Tees Valley Mayor Ben 

Houchen, who was part of a discussion on 

building net-zero capabilities.

Invest Newcastle also hosted events 

that presented the ambitious plans for 

a new 29-acre development built on 

the former general hospital site, and 

Newcastle University’s vision for it to 

become the world’s premier centre for 

healthy ageing and living. 

On the final day of UKREiiF, a lunchtime 

fringe event promoted an investor 

opportunity that exists in the heart of 

Newcastle’s vibrant and dynamic  

£1.7 billion life science eco-system.

The North East’s voice was well 

represented, with thought leaders 

from the delegation leading important 

conversations and discussions, as well 

as insight into the depth and value of the 

expertise and opportunity that exists in 

the region.

Womble Bond Dickinson X North East Times campaignFeature: Showcasing our region’s many opportunities
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Pictured, from left to right, are Jane Robinson, Newcastle University pro-vice chancellor of engagement and place; Nigel Emmerson, head of the Newcastle office and the national 
housing group at Womble Bond Dickinson; Michelle Percy, Newcastle City Council director of place; Matt Beeton, Port of Tyne chief executive; and Tom Lynch, ASM Global group 
commercial director and senior vice president
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Fashioning a bright future

www.westbarnco.com
@westbarnco

Kim Cattin West Barn Co

Photography by 
Christopher Owens

Words by 
Colin Young
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Five years ago, make-up artist Kim Cattin was working on a photoshoot for 
an international fashion magazine but was struggling to create a new look 
- brushed up, fluffy, natural eyebrows - which was different to the favoured 
Instagram trend of the time. Kim wanted to use an old Hollywood trick of 
using soap to keep the brows in place but there was nothing in her extensive 
kit bag she felt she could use safely, and she didn’t want to use hand soap on 
clients’ faces. So, along with mum Donna, she decided to invent Soap Brows. 
Once Donna had settled on the formula, after months of experimenting in her 
kitchen, the pair launched West Barn Co - named after Donna’s home - from 
an industrial estate in Meadowfield. Three years on, and having outgrown 
that base, the company has just moved to impressive new headquarters 
on Mandale Business Park, on Durham’s Belmont Industrial Estate, where 
batches of Soap Brows, and other products in its extensive range, are flying 
out of the glass-frosted doors. Colin Young went to meet the pair, and Kim’s 
twin sister Kirsty, to learn more about one of the region’s entrepreneurial 
success stories.

4There is a tree trunk with two swings 

attached in the middle of the office.

Next to the spotless, shiny white and 

silver laboratory is a large wooden table, 

covered in tiny white and brown boxes 

which are being meticulously batch-coded 

and filled with white pencils and small tins 

labelled Soap Brows. 

The chit-chat and laughter from the 

half a dozen ladies round the table - ‘the 

entertainment’ as one of the team, co-

founder Kim Cattin’s gran Gwen, calls it - is 

as quiet and calm as the music from the 

speakers above. 

This is West Barn Co; a hidden oasis 

in the middle of the maze on a Durham 

industrial estate. 

It looks like the most pleasant place in 

the world to work.

While warehouseman Tim feeds the 

table with a range of goods from the lab 

conveyor belt in his shorts and t-shirt, 

the rest of the 27-strong team tap away 

at their desks or in working rooms, while 

down the corridor, in the studio opposite 

the kitchen, Rachel and Dean put together 

the latest West Barn Co weekly podcast.

And then there’s the tree. 

A huge trunk, from a timber merchant 

in Durham, floor to ceiling, with branches, 

fake leaves and two swings, one of which 

Kim happily takes to for the photo shoot.

She says: “When we first moved in here 

it was like a bunker; breeze-blocked walls, 

no lights, nothing. It was like an indoor car 

park. 

“We designed the whole thing with a 

team and told them we wanted an indoor/

outdoor zone, so they designed a fake 

tree, but we didn’t like it because you 

could tell it was fake. 

“We wanted an actual tree; sometimes 

you just need a real tree. 

“So we approached a timber 

merchant we knew - Waggott Bros, from 

Meadowfield - and when he came and we 

told him what we wanted, he thought we 

were absolutely mad.

“Dominic, (Donna’s son and Kim’s 

brother) designed something to go round a 

pillar, Waggott Bros then jigsawed the four 

pieces of the trunk together and made a 

bench from the inside of the tree, which is 

part of this chill-out area as well; it weighs 

half a tonne and we had to roller it in, old-

school style.

“When he’d finished, he was absolutely 

over the moon with it and asked us to send 

him some photos. 

“He said he’d never do it again but the 

construction company we used asked for 

his contact details because they have had 

a few clients asking for indoor trees and 

they were really impressed with it. We’re 

innovators!

“We have a huddle every morning, we 

have lunch here every day, team building, 

host networking events; we wanted a chill-

out zone away from the main office but in 

sight with a more relaxed feel to it. 

“We didn’t want it to feel like a common 

room or lunch room, but a place which 

feels part of the whole office and vibe.”

Kim and her team, including Donna, 

Gwen and twin sister Kirsty, moved into 

Waldon House, on Durham’s Mandale 

Business Park, at the start of the year - 

opening a beauty clinic next door for good 
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measure, with pods offering massages, 

relaxation treatments, exfoliation, facials, 

fillers and botox. 

“It joins the two aspects of the business 

nicely,” says Kim. 

“It’s something I’ve always wanted to do, 

and it is expanding quickly already.”

Kim, who is originally from Sunderland, 

and was educated with the nuns at St 

Anthony’s Girls’ School, quit her A levels 

in drama, law and psychology to study 

musical theatre at Newcastle College.

She says: “I just walked out one day 

near the end of my first year, which was 

very out of character. 

“I was always quite shy and timid, but I 

had fire in my belly somewhere. 

“I didn’t like it, didn’t enjoy it and I 

wanted to do performing arts.

“I absolutely loved it. It was really strict 

- food diaries, four-hour dance classes, 

which wouldn’t stop until you’d got it 

exactly right - but we had some of the 

best tutors; one is in Broadway now and 

another is in the West End.

“It was a two-year course and we - 

because Kirsty joined me as well - got a 

real taste for that world. 

“Towards the end, most of them were 

applying to go to London but for some 

reason I didn’t want that career. I felt I’d 

done that. It’s not a secure career and 

you’re done and too old by the time you’re 

25/26.”

Uncertain what the future held long-

term, the twins made ‘the best decisions 

of their lives’.

Kim headed for Kenya to teach for six 

months while Kirsty went to China for 

four years, working in PR and events for a 

major corporation, which remains her role 

in the company today.  

“It was something I had always wanted 

to do,” Kim says. 

“I’ve been a twin all my life and we went 

through everything together, so Africa was 

my chance to find out who I was in myself 

and have my own identity and space and 

personality.

“So I decided to go to the other side of 

the world to get one. And it was the best 

thing I’ve ever done.

“The culture there has it right. I 

discovered that we are spoiled in the west, 

and I learned the valuable lesson of how to 

appreciate everything around us.”

Kim, who was 19 at the time, says one 

day stands out which changed her as a 

person, and has helped build her business, 

and the ethics around it.

She says: “I was at my desk in the school 

and Joyce, one of the students who was 

about seven, had fetched some water from 

the well and brought it to me. 

“And it was really heavy - a real 

nightmare to carry and quite a trek.

“So I was very appreciative and gave her 

a tiny boiled sweet - the size of your pinky 

fingertip - and she ran up to the top of the 

garden to her other friends to show them 

it, and I thought, ‘here we go, they’re all 

going to come down for a sweetie now’.

“They were laughing and giggling, and 

I waited for them all to come down, but 

they didn’t. 

“I watched her. She sat down, put it in 

her teeth, crushed it and shared it with her 

www.westbarnco.com @westbarnco
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four friends. 

“To me, that was a really pivotal 

moment. 

“I didn’t give the others a sweet because 

I’d realised that’s what made them all 

happy. 

“That’s the lesson I learned.

“It was a real eyeopener for me, and I 

still tear up when I think about it.”

And that is confirmed...

“The whole trip changed me as a 

person,” she adds.

“It changed my mindset, which is a 

powerful thing.

“There were a few little moments like 

that, that cemented the person I wanted 

to be in life and how I wanted to bring up 

my child, and how I run this business now; 

the importance of being able to be happy 

no matter where you are in the journey, 

and not making my goals financial.

“My goal is to make this a happy 

environment. That culture is really 

important to me.”

Kim and Donna initially set up their 

own shoe company on her return to the 

UK - and after it expanded and a spell in 

London - she trained as a make-up artist 

in Newcastle, London and Belfast, and 

quickly earned a very good reputation in 

the field, working for fashion magazines, 

at weddings and London Fashion Week.

She says: “I wanted to move into TV 

and film, but it does get monotonous 

and although I did more training and was 

travelling a lot of the time to jobs, I had a 

desire to help people, so decided to do my 

nursing training.”

She qualified as a nurse, worked in 

A&E in Gateshead but continued with the 

make-up artistry.

“I did have a plan - some bank nursing 

alongside the make-up because TV and 

film is not a secure job,” she says.

“You do a season and then nothing for 

long spells, so it’s like being a freelancer.

“Then, in the second year of my 

training, Donna and I set up this company.”

They can’t remember the Eureka 

moment when they knew they needed to 

invent the new product for eyebrows, but 

increasingly found it simply didn’t exist.

She says: “I qualified in 2019 as a 

registered nurse and we’d set up the 

business two years earlier.

“I couldn’t find anything in my kit but, 

I’d studied the history of the industry, and 

in the 50s they used a bar of soap to style 

moustaches or eyebrows because it can 

really set the hair.

“I remember thinking it would be really 

good if we could do a soap base but make 

it a cosmetic, but I had no idea how to do 

that. 

“Thankfully, Donna got formulating 

in her kitchen - she had already studied 

cosmetology and had been home 

formulating moisturisers for friends and 

family - and we decided we just had to 

make this product.

“Soap for eyebrows - Soap Brows - all 

made in her kitchen.”

Kim created a website, mainly to launch 

to make-up artist friends and colleagues. 

By December 2017, even without 

marketing, sales took off.

“The feedback was incredible,” she 

says. 

“People kept telling us they wanted 

more, and I said, ‘we have to do this 

properly’. 

“And I knew, once we had the product, 

that it would be huge.

“I knew we’d outgrow the unit at 

Meadowfield within three years. 

“It was like sardines in a tin by the end. 

“We had to work in shifts because we 

were so squashed at times. 

“We hadn’t done any advertising and 

sales went through the roof straightaway, 

so I came up with a PR strategy - just 

gifting to other make-up artists and friends 

in the industry - and it just blew up and 

went very big, very quickly. 

“We didn’t spend a penny on advertising 

in the first two years.

“We had incredible organic growth 

to start with, and had some incredible 

support from leading make-up artists to 

the stars, which was amazing. 

“I remember one of the leading make-up 

artists Nicola Chapman Haste using it live 

on Instagram and I was really nervous, 

thinking, ‘please like it, please like it’ - she’s 

got more than half a million followers.

“And then straightaway, she said, “I wish 

I’d done this.”

Once the likes of Michelle Keegan 

endorsed Soap Brows, Kim knew she was 

on to a winner. 

Today, the West Barn Co reach extends 

to more than 60 countries.

Harrods, Liberty London and Urban 

Outfitters are stockists, it has featured 

in Vogue, Byrdie, Glamour, Grazia 

and Refinery29 magazines, and more 

celebrities like Billie Eilish, Zendaya and 

Kendall Jenner have used its growing 

number of products too.

Kim adds: “Everyone has assumed we 

are American. 

“A lot of our customers are from the 

US, and we have a lot of clients who are 

LA make-up artists, plus LA is the place 

where every influencer seems to live.

“But we are proud to be from the North 

East and we want to push that - and tell 

the North East we’re here - just round the 

corner in Durham.

“There is this misconception that if you 

want to be successful, you have to move 

to London. 

“We want to change that.”

West Barn Co is continuing to grow - 

unlike the tree.

Kim Cattin West Barn Co
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NO TWO DAYS ARE THE SAME
“Life as a graduate planner in a vibrant city is challenging 

and exciting,” says planning and development assistant 

Oliver Joslin.

“Your time in education cannot wholly prepare you 

for the world of planning and the informative site visits, 

the back and forth negotiations, the passionate public 

consultations, the innovative projects, the complex 

legislation and persistent deadlines. 

“Hours once spent reviewing academic literature 

is substituted with hours spent reviewing planning 

documents, and you are tasked with putting theory into 

practice. 

“One area where education does prepare you is your 

ability to solve problems which, together with project 

management, form the foundations for a rewarding and 

successful career within the planning and development 

world. 

“I gain most enjoyment from the multidisciplined 

nature of planning. 

“The opportunity to engage with communities and 

people, meet with clients, design teams and case 

officers, while simultaneously working on complex 

projects across distinct disciplines and departments 

means no two days are the same.

“The role encourages responsibility that makes you 

feel valued.”

 

A BOUNDLESS OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN
“Shortly after completing my MSc degree in Real Estate 

at Heriot-Watt University, I was delighted to be offered 

the position of graduate commercial surveyor at the 

Newcastle office,” says Molly Flannigan.

“Working as a commercial graduate at youngsRPS 

has offered boundless opportunity to learn from senior 

colleagues and other industry professionals in work, 

ranging from commercial property investment to 

residential agency.

“I am currently working towards achieving my 

Assessment of Professional Competence with the Royal 

Institution of Chartered Surveyors. 

“Primary activities as a graduate relate to the 

purchase, sale or leasing of property or land, as well as 

surveying and valuing property.

“I recently had the opportunity to be part of the 

team involved with the Pilgrim Chambers residential 

development in Newcastle city centre. We have just 

launched 40 luxury residential apartments to let. 

“Another unique opportunity we are marketing is the 

new café/wake facility at Maple Park Crematorium, 

Thirsk.

“This highlights the breadth of work covered and 

experience gained as a graduate at youngsRPS.”

Built Environment_
Advertising feature_youngsRPS

Planning for the future
Further to appointing four associate directors last year, youngsRPS has strengthened its 
team with two graduate recruits. Here, Oliver Joslin, graduate planning and development 
assistant, and Molly Flannigan, graduate commercial surveyor, talk about their experiences 
of transitioning from studies to employment and what benefits they bring to the business.

www.youngsrps.com
@youngsRPS 

youngsRPS
 -
If you would like 
to find out more 
about youngsRPS’ 
commercial 
property services 
and planning and 
development 
support, visit 
www.youngsrps.
com or call 0191 
261 0300. 

Why hire graduates?
 

•  Ready to mould – eager to learn and keen to get 

stuck in, graduates don’t have to unlearn old ways

•  Return on investment – given the right opportunities 

and incentives, graduates offer long-term returns

•  Enthusiasm – after three or four years of education, 

the professional environment is highly anticipated

•  Solid business skills – studying helps graduates 

develop core transferrable skills, such as written and 

oral communication, problem-solving, teamwork, 

presentation, organisation and data analysis. They 

will also be comfortable with technology

•  New perspectives – graduates can inject new ideas 

into your business

 

Michael Blake, from youngsRPS’ Newcastle office, 

adds: “We have enjoyed great success over the years 

in employing graduates across various roles.

“Developing their youthful enthusiasm and 

academic learning, together with training and 

experience, can further their development as 

competent professionals - a strong asset for both the 

graduate and company.”
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FROM SALTBURN TO SAN DIEGO 
AND BACK AGAIN – DALE SMITH 
IS BRINGING THE NORTH HOME Dale Smith is a man on a mission. A mission to transform the way the 

North East is seen – and sees itself. His company, The SDDE Smith 
Group, of which he is founder and chief executive, owns a portfolio 
of property-related businesses, all tied up with the overriding aim of 
making the region a better place to live, work and stay. Here, North 

East Times meets the man putting the North back on the map.

4Dale Smith, the 34-year-old face 

behind The SDDE Smith Group, always 

had ambition. 

But, for a long time, that ambition had a 

sporting, rather than business, bent. 

After a broken leg halted a promising 

football career – he played for 

Middlesbrough Football Academy from 

the ages of eight to 13 – he turned to golf, 

which took him on a transatlantic journey.

“After I broke my leg, I took up golf 

and, by age 16, I played my first game for 

England Boys,” reveals Dale.

He says: “By 18, I was England Boys 

captain, and it was then that I got the 

opportunity to attend the University of 

San Diego (USD), in California. 

“I knew I wanted to go to one of the 

South West or South East coast cities, so 

when I started speaking to Tim Mickelson 

(the younger brother of Open and 

Masters-winning golfer Phil), who was 

the head golf coach at USD, I knew I had 

found the right place for me. 

“In fact, Tim and I are still very good 

friends today and stay in close contact. 

“I loved my time in the US, and San 

Diego really is one of the best cities in the 

world. 

“Playing Division One Collegiate golf 

and studying at one of the top universities 

in the US was very demanding, and our 

typical weekly schedule would be golf 

practice at 7am to 9am on a Monday 

and Wednesday (which was a 30-minute 

drive away), followed by classes for the 

remainder of the day. 

“Tuesday and Thursday would be 

workout at the gym at 6am, followed by 

classes until lunchtime and then golf all 

afternoon. 

“There would then be some night 

classes too.

“A Friday and Saturday would be spent 

travelling to a tournament, and sometimes 

Sundays were even taken up with this, 

depending on where in the country the 

tournament was being held.”

Despite his love for the country, staying 

in the US wasn’t a practical option for a 

number of reasons, and Dale returned to 

the UK in 2010 to take up a role with Vertu 

Motors on its graduate programme.

He says: “I actually wanted to stay in 

the US at the time of returning to the 

UK, but it was 2010, mid-recession and 

there weren’t many opportunities for visa 

sponsorships from US businesses at that 

point. 

“I had been given the opportunity with 

Vertu, and I decided to take it.

“That’s what got me into the automotive 

industry and set my corporate career 

direction for the following eight years.”

The sector was a familiar one; 

Dale’s father had always worked in the 

automotive industry and one of Dale’s first 

jobs, in his early teens, was washing cars 

on the forecourt.

Unable to progress as quickly as he’d 

like with Vertu, Dale soon followed his 

father to Peter Vardy Limited, where he 

took a position as a marketing executive 

in Scotland. 

He says: “It was very much linked to 

my dad taking a role within that business 

at the time, but the chief executive Peter 

Vardy took me under his wing, and I 

www.sddesmithgroup.com          LinkedIn: The SDDE Smith Group
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got a wider purpose, which is to make the North East a better 

place to live, work and stay.”

Key to this is providing job opportunities across the region, 

something The SDDE Smith Group is doing in abundance.

Dale says: “Our teams are our biggest assets, and the current 

220–plus colleagues we have in the group today are what allows 

us to deliver on our objectives and our purpose.

“To ensure we continue to engage our colleagues, we have 

quarterly line management retreats, hold a Summer Soirée for all 

colleagues and host an annual conference in December, where 

we celebrate the business, our colleagues and look to the year 

ahead.”

And as for the North East, what is it about the region that has 

such a hold on Dale?

He says: “I love that we have everything on our doorstep in 

the North East – from some of the best beaches in the UK, to 

magnificent countryside and some great towns and cities. 

“Personally, my favourite spots are Saltburn, Durham, 

Tynemouth and the North Yorkshire Moors.

“There is also so much opportunity in the region at the 

moment, and it’s really exciting to play a part in it.”

His vision has ensured The SDDE Smith Group is not only 

putting the North East on the map – it’s putting itself on there 

too, with an ever-expanding portfolio of businesses coming one 

after the other.

This desire to move quickly, to strike while the iron is hot, 

comes from the most valuable piece of business advice Dale ever 

received.

He says: “Peter Vardy once said something along the lines of, 

he would always rather have a fast start and be two laps ahead of 

everyone else in the race, so if the wheels did come off, he would 

still have time to put them back on again and come out ahead. 

“That has always stuck with me, and has driven the philosophy 

of first mover advantage in our business. 

“We don’t wait for the perfect plan. We make a plan, we 

launch, we go at pace, and we refine as we go.

“I’m also a big believer in saying yes and making your own luck 

through taking opportunities when they’re presented.”

Dale adds: “In building our business, we have always listened 

to our clients’ needs and provided solutions to those needs, even 

if at times we had no idea about what the solution was going to 

be when we did say yes. 

“Don’t be afraid, say yes and get stuck in – you never know 

where it could lead.”

progressed really quickly. 

“I was 21 when I joined Peter Vardy 

Limited, and I was given a board director 

role at 25, as aftersales director.

“I left as commercial director in 2017, at 

age 29, at which point the business was 

turning over around £600 million.”

It was during his corporate career that 

Dale started investing in residential and 

commercial property with his father, 

which ultimately sparked the desire to 

move into property full–time – and the 

creation of The SDDE Smith Group – in 

2017.  

He says: “There was no single goal or 

single vision. 

“It was more that I had a passion for 

property and wanted to create something 

of our own. 

“The SDDE Smith Group actually 

started out as ‘pension style’ investments 

into buy-to-let residential property, before 

moving into commercial property in 2015. 

“In 2017, we bought our first holiday 

home rental in our hometown of Saltburn 

and that sparked the real momentum, as 

we realised the increased revenue and 

returns we could generate from a holiday 

let property, so that then became one of 

our main focus areas. 

“By the end of 2018, we had nine 

holiday homes owned or under 

management, and at that point we felt it 

was time to launch a dedicated holiday 

home brand, which is when Host & Stay 

was set up. 

“Since then, our other brands have all 

evolved from providing services to our 

Host & Stay clients. 

“A client would purchase a property 

and then not know how to design and 

furnish the property in order to maximise 

the income potential, so we would do that 

for them. 

“We now have a dedicated interior 

design business, Styled Interior Design, 

that carries out not only holiday home 

projects, but also commercial projects, 

hospitality projects and domestic design 

too. 

“We have followed that same pattern 

with the launch of our conveyancing 

business, Grey-Smith Legal, and then 

our construction business, WOODSmith 

Construction Group, which now operates 

in both the residential and commercial 

sectors.”

And while Dale maintains there was 

no overarching plan for the business, one 

goal was clear – to make a mark on the 

North East. 

He says: “There was no master plan or 

certain target or figure to hit; the journey 

so far has been an evolution of client 

services, and continued investment into 

long–term property assets.

“Since setting up the business, we have 

developed goals such as annual revenue 

targets and profitability targets, but it’s 

now shifted higher than that and we’ve 

The SDDE Smith Group X North East Times campaignFeature: From Saltburn to San Diego and back again – Dale Smith is bringing the North home
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WITH EFFECT FROM APRIL 6, EMPLOYERS ARE NO 
longer to accept physical documents from non-UK/

Irish nationals who hold either biometric residence 

cards, biometric residence permits or frontier work 

permits.  

These prospective employees will only be able 

to demonstrate their right-to-work through the 

Home Office’s online checking service: www.gov.uk/

employee-immigration-employment-status

For any prospective employees who do not have 

these documents, then employers are still able to 

undertake manual right-to-work checks of documents 

(or, until September 30, 2022, undertake COVID-19 

adjusted checks).

To undertake an online check, employers need to be 

given a ‘share code’ and the prospective employee’s 

date of birth, by the prospective employee.

Employers are then able to access the employer 

section of the online checking service in order to 

complete the check and, importantly, establish a 

statutory excuse against negligently employing illegal 

workers. 

Checks for British and Irish citizens
Legislation is now in force to enable employers to use 

Identity Service Providers (IDSPs) to carry out right-

to-work checks on their behalf for British and Irish 

citizens under a digital identity document validation 

technology (IDVT). 

Using an IDSP will enable employers to obtain a 

statutory excuse against civil penalties, provided 

the IDSP undertakes checks in line with prescribed 

guidance and that the employer is satisfied the IDVT 

check matches the prospective employee’s details and 

is undertaken in line with prescribed guidance.

Employers must also satisfy themselves that 

the photograph and biographic details relating to 

the prospective employee are consistent with the 

individual presenting themselves for work.

A list of accredited IDSTs and a framework for IDVT 

is being developed, with more detail expected in due 

course.  

There will be a fee (amount to be confirmed) for 

employers who choose to use an IDSP to undertake 

IDVT on their behalf. Employers will not currently be 

mandated to use this system and therefore will retain 

the ability to carry out manual right-to-work checks 

on British and Irish citizens.

Temporary COVID-19 adjusted right–to–work 
checks
Temporary adjusted right–to–work checks, brought 

in due to the COVID-19 pandemic, will remain in place 

until September 30, 2022. It is hoped this further (and 

expected final) delay of the temporary checks will 

give employers the chance to adapt to the digitisation 

process for non-UK migrants.

It will also enable a smooth transition for those 

employers wishing to use the IDVT scheme, using 

IDSPs, once these schemes are established.

Law_
Advertising feature_Muckle LLP

Right-to-work checks have changed – 
what do employers need to know?

If you’re employing workers from outside the UK and Ireland, you need to 
be aware of changes as to how you undertake right-to-work checks. Failure 
to carry out these checks correctly can lead to severe sanctions for you and 
your organisation.

www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP

Muckle LLP
 -
For more 
information and 
help in this area, 
please contact 
Amy Sergison 
[pictured 
opposite], partner 
in Muckle LLP’s 
employment 
team, on 0191 211 
7995 or via email 
at amy.sergison@
muckle-llp.com

Consequences of non-compliance
There are severe sanctions if right-to-work checks 

aren’t done correctly, and your organisation employs 

illegal workers. 

These sanctions can apply both to the organisation 

as a whole and to individuals involved in the 

recruitment of illegal workers, whether this is 

done knowingly or negligently, and can include 

imprisonment and unlimited fines. 

By undertaking right-to-work checks in line with 

prescribed guidance before a prospective employee 

starts work with you, you ensure your organisation has 

a statutory excuse against negligently employing an 

illegal worker. 

Employers should be amending policies and 

procedures to take account of the new and 

impending changes and ensuring everyone involved 

in recruitment and undertaking right-to-work checks 

(including any agencies an employer may use) has 

appropriate training in the new regime. 

Understanding your options
The majority of skilled migrant workers now expect 

to be sponsored by their employer to enable them to 

work in the UK. 

For many employers, having the ability to sponsor 

skilled workers gives them the best opportunity 

to secure the recruitment of talented prospective 

employees. 

We can advise on all aspects of business 

immigration, the sponsor licence application and 

regime, and support you through the sponsorship 

process.

With our help, you can also understand whether any 

alternative options exist to enable you to employ your 

prospective employee without sponsorship.  

Law_
Advertising feature_Muckle LLP
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EVERY WEEK ALMOST 2000 CHILDREN FROM 
across the North East flock to the home of Newcastle 

Eagles to shoot hoops, stay healthy and make new 

friends. 

The Eagles Community Foundation has tripled its 

membership in the last three years and the state-of-the-

art Vertu Motors Arena has become a thriving hub for 

basketball — one of the fastest growing sports in the 

world.

“The explosion in interest from people of all ages 

wanting to play the game in this country reflects the 

rapid growth of the sport across the board,” says Paul 

Blake, owner and managing director of Newcastle Eagles. 

“Participation is surging, exciting commercial 

opportunities are opening up right, left and centre and, at 

the highest level, Great Britain’s senior men and women 

are setting new standards.

“Basketball’s equivalent to Twenty20 cricket — the 

3x3 game — is taking centre stage at this summer’s 

Commonwealth Games in Birmingham, and that’s going 

to expose our sport to a whole new audience.

“Before then, the Vertu Motors Arena welcomes back 

the Great Britain men’s team on July 3, for what should 

be another full house. Those nights are very special, and 

we’ve already witnessed historic wins against Germany 

and Greece on Tyneside.”

Next month’s senior international will be extra special 

for everyone involved with the Eagles, following the 

much-heralded appointment of Marc Steutel [pictured, 

opposite] as the club’s new head coach. The adopted 

Geordie doubles up as Great Britain’s acting head coach 

and will lead his country into action for the first time 

since landing his dream role helming Newcastle’s top-

flight men’s team.

“Every step of my coaching journey has involved 

significant touch points with the Eagles,” reveals Marc. 

“That’s why I’m overjoyed to be the club’s new head 

coach. I will do everything in my power to give the city, 

the club and its supporters a basketball team they can be 

proud of.”

Basketball aside, the impressive Vertu Motors Arena 

has become established as one of the North East’s 

premier entertainment and hospitality venues since 

opening its doors in 2019.

Its prime position off Scotswood Road, with ample 

on-site parking, has attracted a range of eye-catching 

events, including big-time boxing, corporate away days 

and college graduations. And throughout 2020 and 2021, 

the venue’s versatile space was handed over to the NHS, 

with the arena used as a key vaccination centre at the 

height of the coronavirus pandemic.

“As an organisation we have always put ourselves at 

the heart of the local community,” adds Sam Blake, chief 

executive of the Eagles Community Foundation. 

“The Vertu Motors Arena has enabled us to extend 

our reach and work with even more people from a wide 

range of backgrounds.”

As far as basketball is concerned, Paul is predicting 

exciting times ahead for a sport finally realising its rich 

potential. 

He says: “Both the men’s and the women’s games are 

thriving. 

“We beat our previous record for sold-out men’s 

fixtures last season and hosted a record crowd for a 

women’s basketball match when we staged The Big 

One earlier this year. There have never been so many 

new opportunities for existing and future sponsors and 

partners to jump on board with basketball at every level. 

“Newcastle Eagles is already established as the most 

successful BBL franchise in the country, and with Marc 

joining the team we’re in great shape to benefit from the 

sport’s growth and to build on that legacy.”

Sport_
Advertising feature_Newcastle Eagles

A slam dunk success
World Cup basketball returns to Tyneside next month, as the Vertu Motors Arena hosts 
Great Britain’s hotly anticipated clash with Turkey. And, as Simon Rushworth discovers, 
there’s never been a better time to get involved with a sport boasting a global audience in 
excess of 2.2 billion.

www.newcastle-eagles.com
@NewcastleEagle

Newcastle 
Eagles
-
To find out more 
about commercial 
and sponsorship 
opportunities 
with Newcastle 
Eagles, or to 
enquire about 
staging an event 
at the Vertu 
Motors Arena, 
contact Dan 
Black, sales and 
communications 
manager, on 0191 
245 3880.
 
Tickets for Great 
Britain’s World 
Cup qualifier 
against Turkey 
on July 3 are 
available via 
newcastle-eagles.
com/gb  

ENQUIRE TODAY AND FIND OUT MORE: 
events@spanishcity.co.uk   |   0191 691 7090   |   @myspanishcity   |   www.spanishcity.co.uk

Spanish City, Spanish City Plaza, Tyne and Wear, Whitley Bay, NE26 1BG 

HOST YOUR BUSINESS 
MEETINGS AT THE NORTH 
EAST’S MOST ICONIC VENUE

Just a stone’s throw away from the North East coastline, 
Spanish City is well equipped with everything you could 
need to host a seamless and unique event. 

Alongside panoramic views of the North Sea, the multi-award-winning venue offers:

•  Several full room and half room 
arrangements for different group sizes

•  Private bar, service kitchen and bathrooms

•  AV equipment including LCD projector and 
white screen

•  Various day-delegate packages for your 
individual preferences and budget

•  Private dining, breakfast meetings, working 

lunches and large-scale events 

•  WiFi

•  Air-conditioning

•  Flipchart, paper and pens

•  Cloakroom
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The Stadium of Light, by its very nature, 

is accustomed to goals.

Last month, though, it wasn’t the 

sight of footballs rippling the net 

that dominated conversations in its 

Montgomery Suite, but targets the 

automotive sector must hit to meet strict 

Government net–zero ambitions.

Taken over by a Society of Motor 

Manufacturers and Traders regional 

forum, the ground became a hub for 

discussion around concerted change, 

with well in excess of 100 guests hearing 

the views of leading industry players 

from companies including Nissan, vehicle 

battery–maker Britishvolt, electric 

motor manufacturer Advanced Electric 

Machines and seating firm Adient.

The event laid out a blueprint to 

deliver Downing Street’s desired new 

era, highlighting the challenges faced 

and how the North East – with its skills 

base and rich history of innovation – will 

play a crucial role in delivering a full–

scale transition from fossil fuels to green 

power.

Words by Steven Hugill

Hitting new goals
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Getting into gear 
for a greener future
The UK’s automotive sector is undergoing watershed change 
towards a zero–carbon future. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to Mike 
Hawes, chief executive at the Society of Motor Manufacturers and 
Traders, about the work required to make the switch a success, and 
learns from Nissan’s Alan Johnson, Britishvolt’s Graham Hoare and 
Liv Pearce, and Adient’s Mick Flanagan how the North East is right 
at the forefront of the drive towards greater sustainability.

4When Nissan’s first Bluebird spread its 

wings from the company’s Sunderland 

production line in July 1986, it was a 

doubly seminal moment.

For Wearside, it marked a watershed era 

of employment and economic opportunity, 

a fresh industrial epoch for an area in need 

of rebuilding after the disappearance of its 

shipyards and the closure of its many pits.

For Britain’s automotive sector, it was 

an equally pivotal directional change, with 

Nissan properly muscling in on a market 

dominated by household favourites such 

as Austin, Ford, Rover and Vauxhall, after 

years of sending Datsun–branded cars to 

the UK.

And ever since the Bluebird (an entirely 

appropriate name given Nissan’s factory 

sprawls across land where planes once 

took off from RAF Usworth, which later 

became Sunderland Airport) flew the nest, 

the company’s North East base has grown 

in stature.

A manufacturing record–breaker – the 

plant had made ten million cars by 2019, 

reaching the figure faster than any UK rival 

– it has also produced the groundbreaking 

all–electric Leaf hatchback for close to 

a decade, and was previously home to 

Nissan’s luxury Infiniti marque.

And its evolution is far from slowing 

down.

On the contrary, with greener 

versions of its flagship Qashqai and Juke 

hatchbacks – both pillars of its Wearside 

plant – expected to arrive on forecourts 

in the coming months, the business is at 

the frontline of efforts to transition the 
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UK’s automotive sector to zero–carbon 

motoring.

Its labours are spearheaded by the 

£1 billion Sunderland–based EV36Zero 

venture that pledges to create and support 

thousands of jobs through production of a 

new electric model and creation of a 

£450 million battery–making plant, 

which will be operated alongside partner 

Envision AESC.

Furthermore, with support from 

Sunderland City Council, a renewable 

electricity microgrid will be installed to 

provide power for the car maker and 

its supply chain on the International 

Advanced Manufacturing Park, which 

officials say will save 55,000 tonnes of 

carbon every year.

“We are facing a once–in–a–lifetime 

transition – and it is all happening here in 

the North East,” says Alan Johnson, Nissan 

UK vice–president for manufacturing.

“And with EV36Zero, we are right at the 

forefront of change. 

“Nissan usually deploys this kind of 

investment and technology in Japan, 

and then rolls it out across the rest of the 

world. 

“But not this time – Sunderland, and the 

North East, is first.

“We have created a wave for 

electrification with EV36Zero, and we now 

need to ride it.”

Alan’s final point, though, is delivered 

through a cautionary veil.

For while Nissan’s endeavours 

promise to be transformational, they are 

nevertheless set against the wider context 

of significant challenges to the UK’s 

vehicle market.

As the Government presses ahead with 

a mandate to ensure all new cars and vans 

are zero–emission by 2035, manufacturers 

remain at the mercy of a vicious cycle, 

wherein rising energy costs and punitive 

business rates are being compounded by 

an ongoing international semiconductor 

shortage.

Indeed, according to latest figures from 

the Society of Motor Manufacturers and 

Traders (SMMT) for April, the latter was 

integral to year–on–year new car sales 

dropping nearly 16 per cent to 119,167 in 

the month.

And, as Mike Hawes, SMMT chief 

executive, tells North East Times, the 

picture is likely to remain difficult for some 

months to come.

He says: “The industry is facing myriad 

headwinds and the market is down.

“The order banks show demand is there, 

but the industry is unable to fulfil orders 

because it can’t make enough vehicles due 

to global supply chain and logistics issues.

“It’s also still discombobulated from two 

years of COVID–19.”

However, while demand remains 

stymied, clamour for electric transport, 

conversely, continues to grow.

In the same SMMT figures, sales of 

battery–powered cars were shown to 

have risen by 40.9 per cent on a year 

ago to 12,899 in April, and were 88.3 per 

cent better off on a year–to–date basis at 

77,064.

Mike says the numbers “provide a bright 

spot”, but he too adds caution, warning 

the UK’s infrastructure network needs a 

radical overhaul, with significant spending 

on plug–in points – to remove what he 

calls “charge anxiety” – a key requirement.

He says: “The infrastructure investment 

isn’t keeping pace with automotive 

investment.

“The Government has set a very clear 

ambition; it wants the UK to be net–zero, 

and we are making progress – there are 

now 140 electrified models on the market, 

for example.

“But we need to see a huge roll out 

of infrastructure, or the market will be 

stifled.”

He adds: “We have to drive demand.

“That relates to affordability, but it also 

relates to answering questions like, ‘can I 

live with this type of vehicle?’ 

“Many people can, but the majority of 

those buying zero–emission vehicles at 

the moment tend to have a driveway, so 

they can charge them at home, and about 

two–thirds of them are business fleet 

buyers.

“We have to make sure whatever 

someone’s status, and whether they live in 

an apartment, a terraced house, a mansion 

or a country cottage, that they have 

Liv Pearce
Executive officer, Britishvolt

“Britishvolt is bigger than just 

batteries. We want to create 

long–term relationships with 

partners for a sustainable 

future.

“We have created the 

FutureGen Foundation, to 

develop and support pathways 

to employment. It will provide 

training to people who have 

relevant experience but who 

need a bit of support, train 

people with no experience in an 

area, and help too with literacy, 

IT skills and things like CV 

writing.”

Mick Flanagan
Vice president, customer group 
Adient

“The big bang for us is going 

to come from sustainable 

product development. We are 

on a journey, from a business 

perspective and from a moral 

imperative, to protect the 

planet. We’ve introduced a 

product carbon footprint tool to 

assess emissions from existing 

operations, and are looking at 

green steel alternatives.

“We’re also working to find 

sustainable alternatives to 

animal leather, with options 

including potential use of 

cactus and pineapple leaves, 

and even apple skins.”
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access to charging without thinking about it, in the same way we 

don’t think about refuelling at a filling station.

“It’s no longer range anxiety, but charge anxiety, that is stopping 

some people making the shift. 

“The Government is setting targets for manufacturers, but there 

is no similar compunction on energy charge point providers to 

keep pace.”

One company doing its bit to ensure the transition is as smooth 

as it can be is Northumberland–based Britishvolt, which, as North 

East Times went to print, was expected to this month officially cut 

ground on its £2.6 billion vehicle battery-making plant.

The company says the factory – based where coal yards once 

serviced Blyth Power Station, and set to cover the same expanse 

as 50 football pitches – has the potential to create 3000 direct 

jobs and up to 5000 supply chain posts by making around 

300,000 batteries every year when it opens in 2024.

And the business has wasted little time in making an impact in 

the marketplace, with blue–chip deals secured alongside Lotus 

and Aston Martin to develop technology for next generation 

sports cars.

It also has an agreement with Glencore to create a battery 

recycling plant, and recently signed a memorandum of 

understanding with Indonesia’s VKTR to develop a lower carbon 

supply of nickel sulphate, a fundamental component in its power 

packs.

Dr Graham Hoare, president of global operations, says: “The 

North East is where all the action is when it comes to the electric 

revolution.

“The journey to electrification is going to happen very rapidly, 

and we can solve charge anxiety with our technology.

“Our plant – which is a real phoenix rising from the ashes – will 

make batteries for cars and commercial vehicles, and will have a 

lot of flexibility to develop different technologies in parallel.

“Products will be co–developed and tailored to specific 

applications, with sports cars, for example, representing a huge 

segment. 

“Some of those vehicles will go on streets and others on the 

track, and the associated technology will trickle down to aid 

future development.

“The scale of the opportunity is huge.”

Mike concurs, saying Britishvolt’s investment, allied to that of 

Nissan and Envision AESC, as well as the region’s powerhouse 

automotive supply chain, will ensure the North East remains the 

central cog in the wheels of Government moves to accelerate 

transport electrification.

He says: “If you look across the UK, there are hubs of activity, 

and the North East is undoubtedly one of those.

“The region is hugely important to the UK’s decarbonisation 

agenda and increased electrification, and its latest developments 

are going to put it in pole position when it comes to the transition.

“At the end of the day, if you’re part of a global organisation, 

you want the best place to do business. 

“And the North East, for many years, and for many 

companies, has been that place – and with investments like 

those from Britishvolt, Nissan and Envision AESC – it will remain 

so.”

Automotive Report
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BUILDING A 
PROPERLY 
SUSTAINABLE 
FUTURE
Right from being a youngster, Professor 
James Widmer recognised the benefits 
of electric vehicles. Unfortunately for 
him, though, the speed of industrial 
development failed to keep pace with his 
desire for change. But when he pivoted his 
career at the beginning of the last decade, 
Prof Widmer was handed an opportunity 
to play a part in accelerating zero–carbon 
motoring. And it’s one he’s grabbed with 
both hands. As founder and chief executive 
of Washington–based Advanced Electric 
Machines, he’s overseeing production of 
what the company aims to be the world’s 
most sustainable and high performing 
electric powertrain technologies. Here, 
Steven Hugill speaks to Prof Widmer, and 
tours his company’s Wearside factory, to 
find out more.

Words by Steven Hugill

Photography by Christopher Owens

Feature: Professor James Widmer                                  Advanced Electric Machines
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4Professor James Widmer points towards 

a canvas hung on a boardroom wall.

Taken more than 50 years ago, it looks 

down on the towers, tanks and huge saw–

toothed roofs of a sprawling Washington 

asbestos works.

At first glance, it’s a completely 

incongruous addition to the surrounds 

of Advanced Electric Machines, the 

engineering firm founded by Prof Widmer 

that sits at the vanguard of the transport 

sector’s green revolution. 

But view the picture – which shows the 

business’ home was once a magnesium 

dump – through a lens that knows the 

works were long since razed and the land 

remediated, and it takes on new meaning.

For between the black and white of 

then to the technicolour of now, a seismic 

environmental transformation has taken 

place.

And it’s all so poetically metaphorical 

for Advanced Electric Machines, which is 

fashioning a more sustainable future for 

a world long cloaked by a heavy carbon 

blanket.

Led by chief executive Prof Widmer, 

the company is known the world over 

for its next generation HDSRM and 

SSRD–branded recyclable, lightweight 

and energy–efficient electric motors and 

powertrain systems, which offer new 

solutions for the commercial vehicle, 

passenger vehicle and aerospace sectors.

Having grown rapidly since launching 

as a university spin–out five years ago, 

the business now employs more than 50 

people, and has capacity to make 12,000 

motors every year.

And with a Downing Street push to make 

all new cars and vans zero–emission by 

2035 – matched by similar commitments 

around the globe – it has no intention of 

applying the electronic handbrake any 

time soon.

Seeking a “much larger” North East base 

than its existing home on Teal Farm Park, 

the firm – which counts luxury car maker 

Bentley and electric truck pioneer Tevva as 

long–standing partners – is eyeing similar 

moves in the US and Asia, to build on a 

recent Thai expansion.

Prof Widmer says: “Our growth potential 

is enormous; our equipment is available, it’s 

on the market and is in real products now.

“Tevva – which is due to deliver its first 

production vehicles later this year – was 

our first customer, and our relationship 

with them will be replicated with others.

“Our ambition is to remain an 

independent, UK–led business that retains 

a big manufacturing presence in the North 

East, while expanding globally where we 

see the need,” says Prof Widmer, who left 

a career in aerospace to pursue a PhD 

around electrical engineering at Newcastle 

University in 2009.

He adds: “We have established our first 

overseas presence in Thailand, which is 

providing good traction, and we’re looking 

to do the same in the US.

“We are also looking to establish 

additional manufacturing presence in 

North America and Asia, ensuring we 

have production facilities that are local 

to the key areas of the global automotive 

industries, using local labour and local 

materials. 

“We would manufacture here for the UK 

and Europe, have a base in the US for the 

American market and one for Asia, which 

would all develop local manufacturing 

supply chains while increasing 

sustainability.”

A key facet that will aid such growth 

is the company’s approach to motor 

manufacturing, which underpins its very 

existence.

When he swapped aerospace for 

academia, Prof Widmer – who, during his 

time at Newcastle University, oversaw its 

One North East–backed Advanced Electric 

Drives hub – quickly identified a sector 

trend.

And equally rapidly, he began seeking 

a U–turn.

At the time, the car industry, 

spearheaded by huge investment from 

Feature: Professor James Widmer                                  Advanced Electric Machines
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Toyota to roll out its groundbreaking Prius, 

was pressing ahead with transitioning to 

electric power through the use of interior 

permanent magnet motors.

However, Prof Widmer – who also 

helped Newcastle University become a 

centre of excellence for the UK’s Advanced 

Propulsion Centre – says the moves were 

actually counterintuitive, as the motors 

contained rare earth magnets that cause 

incredible environmental harm.

He says: “We worked with a lot of 

companies, including Jaguar Land Rover, 

Airbus and Cummins, to get their first 

generation electrified products to market.

“It was a real who’s who of the great and 

good.

“However, what quickly became clear 

was that the car industry was leveraging 

the hundreds of millions of dollars Toyota 

had put into interior permanent magnet 

motors.

“But the rare earth magnets within 

them are very poor from a sustainability 

perspective – you need to dig up an awful 

lot of ore to get a little bit of material.

“And it’s the type of mining that takes 

tops off mountains, while increasing levels 

of CO2, radioactive waste and acid in the 

environment.

“I tried to persuade them to take a 

different, more sustainable, approach, but 

there was a general ‘let’s not rock the boat’ 

mentality, because manufacturers had first 

generation products that needed to work.

“It quickly became apparent that if we 

weren’t going to look at alternatives, then 

nobody else was going to either.”

From Prof Widmer’s initial observations 

now stand Advanced Electric Machines’ 

systems, which contain no rare earth 

magnets but retain the same performance 

and efficiency benefits.

Its products – which the firm aims 

to be the world’s most sustainable and 

high performing electric powertrain 

technologies – use electrical steel instead 

of rotor magnets, and can replace 

copper coils with highly–compressed 

aluminium windings, meaning they are fully 

recyclable.

The developments, says Prof Widmer, 

mean systems are able to run much faster, 

with the potential for short circuit currents 

or high–voltage spikes, so associated with 

permanent magnet motors, eliminated too.

“We’re now at the point where our 

systems could – based on global car 

production figures of 97 million – annually 

save 133 million tonnes of CO2 and 

300,000 tonnes of radioactive waste,” 

says Prof Widmer, who complements his 

time at Advanced Electric Machines with 

a governor role at Newcastle Sixth Form 

College.

Feature: Professor James Widmer                                  Advanced Electric Machines

Like all start–ups, though, the road 

to such potential began in more humble 

surrounds.

Today, the business’ Washington factory 

is a hive of activity, the repetitive taps of 

mallets from bottle green–shirted staff 

matched by the whirs of motors in a 

dedicated testing bay.

At its inception, however, it was all a 

little more primitive.

Having spun out from Newcastle 

University in 2017, a small unit close to 

Scotswood Bridge, in Blaydon, was where 

the firm embarked on its growth journey.

Though confined, and in need of some 

repair work, its first factory – supported 

by Innovate UK cash – was momentous, 

for the space it did afford allowed the 

company to begin manufacturing work 

in earnest, with its first pre–production 

HDSRM traction motor built by Prof 

Widmer and co–founder Dr Andy Steven a 

few months later.

And with the milestone raising ambitions 

further, Prof Widmer capitalised on the 

impetus to secure two significant hires.

Mike O’Neill, a long–standing 

production boss at ZF – where lines once 

made motors every 30 seconds – joined 

as chief operating officer, with Mike 

Woodcock – who commissioned Prof 

Widmer to work with Tata Steel during his 

time at Newcastle University – arriving as 
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chief commercial officer.

The pair instantly added another 

dynamic to the company, helping not just 

to build its technology, but the business 

as an entity, with the former Mike – a 

son of a Sunderland shipbuilding worker 

– providing high–value manufacturing 

insight, and the latter Mike bringing 

knowledge of electrification and material 

recycling from his time in the steel sector.

Their recruitment was followed by 

more shopfloor appointments, and further 

ignited by investment from industry 

bodies and individuals.

And the business picked up additional 

momentum from helping to secure 

£80 million investment from the 

Government’s Industrial Strategy 

Challenge Fund – known as Driving 

the Electric Revolution – to bolster 

regional electric drivetrain research and 

manufacturing.

Prof Widmer says: “People began to 

see the potential, and we started getting 

larger investors interested, including 

Northstar Ventures, which got involved at 

the end of 2019 and allowed us to move to 

Washington.

“And there really is potential.

“The electric truck sector is so 

interesting; there are plenty of vans out 

there, but nothing that is moving your 

parcels or food deliveries in and out of 

cities.

“And there is massive pent–up demand 

– all of the distributors are desperate 

to have them, because of their big 

sustainability targets and because the 

Government is busy introducing ultra–low 

emission zones in cities.

“What it means is a real opportunity for 

companies like Tevva to steal a march.

“The electric car market, being more 

established, was harder to get into.

“But we knew we had the technology 

and ideas to move things on, and we 

found a partner in Bentley that chose us in 

2018 to help create the most sustainable 

luxury car on the market.”

And from those beginnings, the 

company continues to move forward – 

and do so at pace.

Indeed, where the COVID–19 pandemic 

could have acted as a roadblock, instead 

it provided a catalyst for growth.

Prof Widmer says: “We officially 

launched our HDSRM motor in February 

2020, and for the rest of the year, the 

phone never stopped ringing. 

“We had thought about doing some 

proactive marketing to encourage 

potential customers, but we didn’t need 

to.

“We had engineers, from some of the 

world’s largest companies, getting in 

touch with us while they were locked 

down at home.

“2020 was a quite extraordinary time 

in terms of establishing real momentum 

towards electrification, and most of our 

growth came during that period.

“The world realised we were definitely 

going towards electric vehicles.

“There were so many announcements, 

and I think cities being closed and people 

being able to hear birdsong really helped 

create a feeling of, ‘wow, look how lovely 

it is when we get rid of the petrol and 

diesel vehicles’.

“By the start of 2020, we’d probably 

supplied motors to companies in three 

or four countries – since the pandemic, 

we’ve supplied them to more than 20 

customers around the world.”

He adds: “I always wanted to get 

involved in electric vehicles; from a very 

young age I saw them as the future, and I 

was one of the people who was extremely 

frustrated that they weren’t available until 

I was in my 30s.

“So to be now part of the industry, and 

helping its growth, is fantastic.

“We’re doing something momentous 

here; we’re not just creating a sustainable 

future, we’re creating a properly 

sustainable future.”

Feature: Professor James Widmer                                  Advanced Electric Machines
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environment to allow companies to grow and flourish, 

along with easy access to worldwide markets through 

excellent connectivity by road, rail, air and sea. 

At the event, the team from Business Durham - the 

business support service of Durham County Council 

- highlighted the strength of hi-tech companies in the 

area, with the scores of thriving innovative technology 

businesses in County Durham setting a high bar. 

The team showcased why Durham is a great place for 

businesses to locate – companies like radio frequency 

communications specialist Filtronic. 

The company has ambitious plans to expand at 

NETPark where, since 2014, continuous innovation has 

seen it grow turnover, staff and footprint. 

Fin Farrelly, marketing manager, says: “County 

Durham has a lot to offer, not least in terms of finance, 

such as capital grants, incentives and investment, along 

with access to a skilled workforce.

“Together with our own investment, it has meant we 

have been able to expand our manufacturing and testing 

facilities, so we can produce larger quantities enabling 

us to win work with other companies, accelerating our 

plans for growth.”

Filtronic is one of more than 40 companies based 

at NETPark, which together employ more than 600 

people from university spin-outs, start-ups and more 

established companies. 

Durham is also home to a growing number of space 

sector businesses along with the North East Satellite 

Applications Centre of Excellence (NESACoE), which 

has been instrumental in putting the county firmly on 

the intergalactic map. 

Led by Business Durham, NESACoE, also based 

at NETPark, was set up to deliver the region’s space 

strategy, and has engaged with more than 700 

organisations and helped companies secure more than 

£10 million worth of funding. 

One of those companies is the RHEA Group, 

Business_
Advertising feature_Business Durham

County Durham – a place to invest and grow

www.businessdurham.co.uk
@_BusinessDurham

DURHAM COUNTY COUNCIL RECENTLY ATTENDED 
UKREiiF, a national exhibition designed to showcase the 

scale of development progress across the UK and profile 

future investment opportunities to investors, developers 

and commercial occupiers from around the globe. 

With £2 billion of investment planned or underway, 

and an ambitious ten-year economic strategy, 

the council is keen to make the point that County 

Durham makes an ideal location for investment and 

development. 

A hotbed of innovation, the county has seen its 

hi-tech sector go from strength-to-strength, along with 

growth in the up-and-coming UK space sector. 

With a top 100 university on the doorstep, and four 

others in the region, it has one of the largest pools of 

talent anywhere in the UK. 

Key to success is the quality of Durham’s strategic 

business sites, which provide the facilities and the 

With significant investments and job creation plans augmenting the advances of existing hi–tech operators, 
County Durham is an ever–growing commercial hotbed. Here, Business Durham highlights some of the 
success stories, and why more prosperity is set to follow.

Pictured, above, 
Neil Spann, 
Power Roll chief 
executive

development of Aykley Heads; £400 million at Bishop 

Auckland; £58 million for the NETPark phase three 

expansion; £200 million at Riverside, Durham City; and 

£44.5 million at Jade Business Park, Murton. 

It is expected the investment will generate 30,000 

new jobs by 2035, and see 25,992 new homes built by 

2035. 

County Durham is also building a reputation in the 

growing low–carbon and renewables sector – earlier 

this year, the world’s first flexible solar manufacturing 

facility to use micro-groove technology opened in 

County Durham.

Power Roll opened its solar film pilot manufacturing 

plant at Jade Business Park in February.

It is the first facility in the world to produce low-

cost, lightweight, flexible solar film using Power Roll’s 

patented micro-groove technology.

Located on a former colliery site, the facility carries on 

a long tradition of energy innovation in the North East, 

and is a milestone in the evolution of energy, producing 

next generation solar solutions to support the transition 

towards a sustainable energy system.

Neil Spann, Power Roll chief executive, adds: “Our 

mission is to dramatically increase the uptake of solar 

power worldwide, and our new facility is a huge step 

towards delivering our vision. 

“Our technology can make a significant contribution 

to tackling climate change while improving the lives of 

millions worldwide, through access to low-cost clean 

energy.”

Power Roll’s pilot factory currently employs 34 

highly–skilled workers, and heralds the start of a new 

generation of solar power, offering new opportunities 

for manufacturers to diversify into the burgeoning 

renewable energy market. 

With opportunities for companies already here, and 

new ones looking to relocate or expand, the event is an 

opportunity to shout about all the county has to offer.

Business_
Advertising feature_Business Durham

an internationally-renowned security and space 

engineering company, which provides services to 

aerospace, security and defence companies across the 

world. 

John Bone, RHEA Group chief commercial officer and 

UK vice–president, says: “It is easier to expand here than 

in some areas of the UK with the graduate programmes; 

there is the room to physically grow the company 

footprint and access to resources and people.

“There is a very collaborative environment, and we 

work closely with other space industry and hi-tech firms, 

who complement what we do, to make things happen.”

County Durham has an ambition to build a successful, 

sustainable future promising healthy and fulfilled 

lifestyles for all its residents through access to good 

housing and employment. 

To achieve that ambition, £3.4 billion will be invested 

in creating jobs, attracting inward investment and 

building new homes. 

Bigger projects include £200 million for the 

Business 
Durham
-
To find out more 
about current 
and future 
developments, 
as well as the 
support and 
advice available 
from Business 
Durham, 
visit www.
businessdurham.
co.uk

Pictured, below, 
Filtronic’s base at 
NETPark
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“I’M REALLY OPTIMISTIC ABOUT THE FUTURE,” 
says Ralph Thompson, owner of Alnwick-based 

Silvermoor Ltd. 

These are exciting times for Silvermoor, which 

produces haylage for the equestrian, dairy and poultry 

sectors.

The company has been supported by the North of 

Tyne Rural Business Growth Service Programme, which 

helps micro, small and medium-sized businesses in the 

rural areas of Northumberland, Newcastle and North 

Tyneside. 

The programme – delivered by Advance 

Northumberland and Northumberland County Council 

and part-funded by the North of Tyne Combined 

Authority – will assist more than 300 businesses by 

2023. 

More than £1 million of support has been awarded 

to date. And just under £1 million is still available for 

business to tap in to.

The programme offers a Capital Grant Investment 

Fund to support investment in projects that enable 

rural businesses to expand productive capacity and/or 

diversify into new markets or products, which will lead 

to job creation.

In addition, its business advice and support services 

can help companies with the development of growth 

plans and guide them towards sources of finance. 

There’s a single point of contact and access to 

technical advisors.

In Silvermoor’s case, £57,974 worth of grant assistance 

has helped the company tackle new markets.

For Wooler-based Glendale Engineering (Milfield) Ltd, 

which specialises in commercial and agricultural steel 

frame construction, the programme has helped fund 

machinery, create jobs and enable diversification. 

The programme has also helped Pilgrims Gelato, 

which sells vegan gelato from Holy Island.

Funding has supported the creation of a production 

facility in Denwick, and helped the company extend its 

reach.

Putting rural communities at the heart of business 
growth
A business has been launched to provide families living 

off-grid across rural Northumberland with maintenance 

and servicing of home generators. 

Launched by Steve Batey, Rural Generator Services 

provides a lifeline to the 350 off-grid households across 

Northumberland, who are reliant on generators. 

Steve worked alongside the Rural Design Centre 

Innovation Project – delivered by a partnership between 

Advance Northumberland, Innovation SuperNetwork 

and Northumbria University – as part of the ‘Powerless 

People’ campaign, which has involved working alongside 

Community Action Northumberland to help find 

solutions to the issues faced by the off-grid community 

in rural Northumberland.

Interested in support? 
Want to access the Rural Business Growth Service 

Programme? Call 01670 528 400, email 

ruralsupport@advancenorthumberland.co.uk or visit 

www.ruralbusinessgrowthservice.co.uk

Business_
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Accelerating rural business growth
Northumberland companies are being boosted by large-scale support programmes, which 
are helping them to diversify and supercharge their growth plans across the rural economy. 
Here, Advance Northumberland looks at some of the success stories.

www.advancenorthumberland.co.uk
@AdvanceNland

Advance 
Northumber-
land
 -
The North of 
Tyne Rural Busi-
ness Growth Ser-
vice 2020 – 2023 
is a £7.9 million 
programme of 
investment part 
funded by the 
European Region-
al Development 
Fund as part of 
the European 
Structural and 
Investment 
Funds Growth 
Programme 
2014-2020, and 
the North of 
Tyne Combined 
Authority.

The Rural Design 
Centre Innovation 
Project is working 
alongside local 
communities 
across North-
umberland and 
providing local 
SMEs with the 
tools to develop 
new products 
and services. For 
more informa-
tion, visit www.
rural-innovation.
co.uk/ 

The Rural Design 
Centre Innovation 
Project is part 
funded by the 
European Region-
al Development 
Fund as part of 
the European 
Structural and 
Investment 
Funds Growth 
Programme 
2014-2020, and 
the North of 
Tyne Combined 
Authority.

Pictured, above, Steve Batey, owner of Rural Generator Services
Picture: Nat Wilkins, Canny Productions
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the city centre will bring a great boost to businesses and 

is a commitment to retaining significant employment in 

the region.”

The firm’s expertise in these areas is particularly 

relevant to Sarah, who specialises in privacy law and 

commercial contracts with an emphasis on working with 

manufacturing sector clients.  

Sarah works across the region but is particularly 

involved on Teesside.

She says: “There’s an awful lot happening on Teesside 

generally; there’s the freeport, there’s the Centre for 

Digital Trade and Innovation, and there are all the 

developments around the airport. 

“It’s a very happening area, and lots of our clients are 

primed to capitalise on that.

“There’s a real link between Teesside, international 

trade and digital. 

“A lot of the manufacturers on Teesside trade 

internationally, and are owned by companies that are 

overseas, and the freeport is all about increasing inward 

investment and trade into and out of the North East.

“And from our office at the Wilton Centre, we are 

able to offer clients advice locally while tapping into our 

national and international expertise.”

With companies from all over the world looking to the 

North East as a new base of operations, there is a real 

need for these businesses to offer competitive packages 

to attract the best talent the region has to offer. 

As part of this, employers need to effectively manage 

the cost of their pension scheme liabilities to remain 

competitive in the market. Gavin has more than 15 

years’ experience acting for trustees and employers on 

Law_
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Womble Bond Dickinson welcomes new 
partners to support North East growth

www.womblebonddickinson.com/uk
@WBD_UK

WITH AN UPCOMING MOVE INTO NEW OFFICES 
in the heart of Newcastle’s innovation district, Womble 

Bond Dickinson (WBD) is cementing its reputation as one 

of the region’s most forward-thinking and dynamic law 

firms. 

Strengthening its already impressive offering in the 

region, the firm has recently welcomed three Newcastle-

based partners to its senior team; Stacey Hall, Sarah 

Daun and Gavin Ellison.

Stacey predominantly focuses on corporate 

transactional work, with a wealth of experience advising 

serial acquirers, owner-managers and investors, and has 

been involved in some of the region’s leading deals. 

Stacey has seen first-hand what the region offers 

potential investors from across the globe.

She says: “Recently, we’ve been particularly busy in 

the tech space, both regionally and further afield, with 

investors very interested in this sector.

“The new Helix site will put us at the heart of 

Newcastle’s emerging life sciences and tech hub, where 

we will be ideally placed to support clients in these 

spaces.”

For Stacey, who has worked on a series of multi-

jurisdictional transactions over the past 12 months, 

Newcastle represents a major opportunity for growth for 

businesses, both at home and abroad.

She says: “Inward investment, including foreign 

investment, into the region is a key focus for WBD – we 

want to support businesses looking to move into our 

region, as well as those existing companies expanding 

and growing here.  

“On a local level, HMRC moving 9000 employees into 

Law firm Womble Bond Dickinson has welcomed three partners to its senior team, who are now providing 
crucial support to help the North East, and its many organisations, secure further growth.

Womble Bond 
Dickinson
-
To find out more 
about how WBD 
can support 
businesses to 
develop in the 
region and 
beyond, visit 
www.womble
bonddickinson.
com/uk

pensions law. 

He works with a number of international clients based 

in the North East and beyond, helping them formulate 

and progress benefit restructuring and transition 

management exercises for a combination of defined 

benefit, hybrid and defined contribution schemes.

He says: “As a North East–based team, I am really 

proud of what we have achieved throughout the region 

and beyond in supporting employers to manage their 

pension scheme liabilities and in helping trustees protect 

members’ interests. 

“As a newly–promoted partner, I’m excited to be 

working with key stakeholders from the region’s 

pensions landscape on sharing best practice and 

pushing forward change.”

The internationally attractive and diverse nature of 

the North East business landscape means a wealth 

of expertise across multiple areas is needed – and 

for Stacey, Sarah and Gavin, WBD is the ideal firm to 

support the growth and prosperity of the region.

For Stacey, the firm offers a delicate but crucial 

balance.

She says: “WBD offers local expertise – but with the 

outlook and capability offered by our transatlantic reach 

and international network. 

“We’re committed to the region with strong local 

ties and are able to support our region’s businesses to 

deliver on their aspirations with our strength and depth 

of knowledge and experience, which reaches across 

jurisdictions.”

Sarah agrees, saying: “WBD can offer a mix of 

unrivalled manufacturing sector knowledge combined 

with in-depth tech and data expertise, and an 

understanding of how new technologies are applied 

in the sector, enabling businesses to enhance their 

productivity and meet their net–zero targets.”

Gavin says: “WBD works strategically with businesses 

across a range of sectors within the region to de-risk 

significant final salary pension scheme liabilities, helping 

employers to save costs and remain competitive in the 

market.”

Nigel Emmerson, WBD’s head of office for Newcastle, 

adds: “We are delighted with the promotions of Stacey, 

Sarah and Gavin.  

“They are all quality lawyers, who will add to our 

strength in the Newcastle office. 

“Newcastle and the wider North East continues to 

push forward with momentum building, and these 

promotions will all help us play our part in driving the 

region forward.”

Law_
Advertising feature_Womble Bond Dickinson
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The last two years for the drinks industry 

have been as mixed as a cocktail night in 

a Quayside bar.

Uncertainty, lost sales, halted 

production lines and months without 

reliable trade - all thanks to closures of 

pubs, bars and restaurants - was met by 

a corresponding boom in online trade, 

as an abundance of new products, 

experimental flavours and start-up 

distilleries entered the market.

But there are clear signs of a recovery, 

and indications that big and small 

businesses in the sector are ready to put 

the pandemic behind them.

Beer sales are up - an estimated 1.1 

billion more pints were sold in 2021 than 

in 2020, according to research by UHY 

Hacker Young. 

Global exports of Scotch whisky have 

risen too.

They might not have reached pre-

pandemic levels yet, but they still grew 

to £4.51 billion during 2021, the Scotch 

Whisky Association announced last 

month, with demand across the US and 

EU matched by clamour in emerging 

markets such as India, Brazil and China.

Gin remains the number one spirit 

in the UK, according to a recent CGA 

report, however, volume dropped by 28 

per cent in the 12 months up to October 

2021, though the decline is likely to 

be temporary as the hospitality sector 

continues to reopen.

Much will depend on how our drinking 

habits have changed - and whether gin 

fatigue has set in - but there has been 

a rapid growth of gin sales elsewhere 

around the world, which bodes well for 

future exports.

And the number of UK gin distilleries 

grew by 110 last year, meaning there are 

now 820, including 730 micro distilleries 

with less than ten employees, who make 

up 90 per cent of the nation’s producers, 

according to the Office for National 

Statistics. 

These businesses are the beating heart 

of Britain’s drinks industry, and many 

have also found new ways to tackle the 

challenges ahead.

And, as Colin Young discovers, the 

North East is leading the way in finding 

alternatives to generate interest and 

income, as well as sensational tastes.

Words by Colin YoungRe
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A taste of 
things to come

Raising a glass to a 
changing landscape
As the UK’s alcoholic drinks sector continues to evolve, with 
more enthusiasts shunning the homogeneity of larger brands 
for the inimitability of start-up ventures, Colin Young takes 
a look at the picture in the North East, where he discovers 
operators delighting consumers’ palates with new tastes.

4Something new and exciting is stirring 

in the woods around Wooler.

A new whisky, made from pure Cheviot 

water, is being created in a re-built Great 

Hall on the site of a seventh century 

palace which attracted Anglo Saxon 

kings and queens from across the world 

to Northumberland, with the intention of 

putting the tiny village firmly on the world 

booze map.

The new Ad Gefrin whisky will be the 

first Northumbrian English single malt 

whisky to hit our shelves and tastebuds; 

sourced and pumped from 200 metres 

beneath the distillery, and made using 

barley from nearby farms. 

But there is so much more to Ad Gefrin 

- which means ‘the hill of goats’. 

Co-founders Alan and Eileen Ferguson 

have even gone beyond the norm of a 

distillery tour and tasting room; inspiring 

an imaginative space in a stunning 

landscape, where the future meets the 

past, embracing its history and paying 

homage to the land their family have been 

cultivating for four generations.

More than 50 years ago, archaeologists 

unearthed the Royal Palace at Yeavering, 

just outside Wooler, finding a major 

complex of buildings including the Royal 

Quarters, the Great Hall, kitchens and 

a weaving shed, and a unique wooden 

grandstand, which is now under the 

guardianship of the Gefrin Trust.

By the autumn, the Ad Gefrin Visitor 

Experience and Distillery will be open to 

the public and thanks to cutting-edge 

immersive AV technology, the royal court 

of King Edwin of Northumbria and his 

successors will be brought back to life, 

complete with archaeologically-important 

artefacts from the original site and others 

borrowed from leading international 

museums and collections.

The £12 million project is already 

causing a stir worldwide, having 
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recently been listed among the ten 

most anticipated museum openings by 

The Smithsonian Magazine, the official 

journal of The Smithsonian Museum in 

Washington DC.

Alan says: “Ad Gefrin is a genuine 

regeneration effort; a catalyst for positive 

change that aims to revitalize the local 

community and put Wooler on the map. 

“This personal multi-million-pound 

investment is born out of a desire to 

give something back and to create a 

lasting legacy for the people of North 

Northumberland.”

The venture has attracted additional 

support from local and national 

government, with £3 million coming from 

the Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal, 

£1 million North East Rural Growth 

Network SEIF funding through the North 

East Local Enterprise Partnership, and 

£600,000 through Northumberland 

County Council. 

Alan adds: “We have been genuinely 

overwhelmed by the support, and the way 

people have bought into our vision. 

“The encouragement and good 

will of the local community has been 

unwavering, and we won’t let them down.  

“We have been inundated from the very 

beginning by people from further afield 

asking how they could get involved. 

“So when we launched our Corenkyn 

Founders programme, we had investors 

with connections to the county signing up 

from as far away as Australia. 

“It’s not just whisky enthusiasts that 

want to be part of Ad Gefrin either, but 

those that are inspired, as we are, by the 

prospect of creating a catalyst for a new 

‘golden-age’ for Northumbria.” 

Inevitably, our drinking patterns and 

choices changed significantly during 

the health crisis and according to the 

accountancy group UHY Hacker Young, 

those indulging at home amid the height 

of the pandemic replaced beer with wine 

or spirits.

This resulted in a 13 per cent fall in the 

amount of beer sold in 2020, while in the 

same period, wine sales increased to 112 

million litres, up from 84 million in 2019, 

and spirits sales increased to 10.9 million 

litres from 7.4 million.

The shift from beer would appear to be 

temporary, however. 

Last year, spirits sales fell by 12 per cent 

- equivalent to 1.8 million bottles - and 

wine sales dropped by three per cent, or 

5.2 million bottles, compared with 2020.

According to new forecasts from global 

drinks analysts IWSR, global beverage 

alcohol consumption is already showing 

positive signs of recovery, and is projected 

to grow to return to pre-COVID-19 levels, 

increasing through to 2025. 

That recovery will be boosted by 

the industry keeping up with the 

momentum of e-commerce and ready-

to-drink products, which have increased 

significantly over the last two years, 

thanks to the at-home drinking culture.

The two fastest-growing categories, 

according to IWSR forecasts, are no-

alcohol spirits and the ready-to-drinks.

Total beverage alcohol volume 

decreased by 6.2 per cent globally in 

2020, which was less than previously 

forecast, thanks mainly to the acceleration 

of e-commerce, which generated more 

than $20 billion in the US alone in 2020 

- up nearly 50 per cent on the previous 

year.

This is one reason why experts expect 

the robust UK gin distilleries to recover 

this year, after an alarming slump for the 

first time in more than a decade, and the 

continued emergence of micro-distilleries 

across the country is an indication it 

is ready to expand on successes in the 

Report Manufacturing

online sales many made during 

lockdown periods. 

And it cannot be overlooked that 

hundreds of distillers and producers 

have taken that time to hone their craft 

with the realisation, as their businesses 

and ideas develop, that quality and 

provenance is key.

They include Tin of Sardines, which 

is set to complement what it says is 

the world’s smallest gin bar on Durham 

City’s Elvet Bridge, with a new site in a 

former toilet block on Sunderland’s Roker 

seafront.  

Co-founder Ben Davis says: “As 

someone born and bred in Sunderland, 

and as a family embedded in the region’s 

hospitality industry for decades, this was 

an opportunity we couldn’t miss out on.

“Our success has been built upon 

providing a quaint, relaxed atmosphere, 

where people can meet, eat and drink 

away from the hustle and bustle - and 

there aren’t many sites in the North East 

that come close to this aesthetically.”

 Staying on Wearside, and independent 

brewer Vaux, which revived the famous 

city name following its previous 

incumbent’s demise, last month put pen 

to paper on its own deal to transform a 

Roker beachfront building.

 The company, led by Michael 

Thompson and Steven Smith, has 

permission to turn a Victorian shelter on 

Marine Walk into a bar capable of hosting 

up to 100 people.

 “The new space won’t be just a Vaux 

bar; it will be more of a beachfront bar 

and kitchen,” says Steven.

 “It’ll be a space to relax in after a long 

week with good craft beer, good food and 

good wine.”

But it isn’t just new drinks and venues 

where the next generation of producers 

are making their mark.

During the height of the pandemic, 

businesses played their part in helping the 

UK battle COVID-19 - none more so than 

WL Distillery.

Scott Wilson-Laing launched the 

business in Houghton-le-Spring in 

December 2019, but was forced to pause 

production on his locally-inspired 1st 

Edition gin three months later thanks to 

COVID-19.

As well as experimenting with new 

flavours to add to the range when 

production re-started in August 2020, 

Scott, who studied niche local drinks 

across Europe before hand-picking local 

botanicals to make his North East-inspired 

gin, also put his time to good use.

Scott, who learned at Brewlab, in 

Sunderland, before launching WL 

Distillery, switched production from gin to 

hand sanitisers at the height of the crisis, 

and thousands of bottles were distributed 

to organisations across the North East 

including foodbanks, Grace House, 

Sunderland Samaritans, local schools and 

NHS staff.

A sample of the hand sanitiser and 

the equipment the company used has 

been acquired by the Science Museum 

Group for its COVID-19 Collecting 

Project, joining other historic items in the 

collection, which will provide insights into 

the medical and scientific advancements 

of the last two years. 

Scott - whose company’s products 

also include a watermelon and liquorice 

creation under the Wilson’s Gin Club 

name - says: “It’s such a great feeling 

that a national institution would want 

to archive the equipment and sanitiser 

products from WL Distillery. 

“I’m glad we were able to support a 

number of local charities and individuals 

who were in need of sanitiser at the height 

of the lockdown and that we made the 

decision to temporarily halt production.

“With my history background, I know 

how important it is to keep artefacts for 

the future, and as I reflect on visiting 

the Science Museum recently, it’s really 

humbling to think that years down the 

line, when COVID-19 is being discussed 

and studied, that future generations will 

be interacting with something I had a 

hand in producing.”

Manufacturing Report

Alan Ferguson
Co-founder
Ad Gefrin Visitor Experience and 
Whisky Distillery

“Ad Gefrin is a genuine 

regeneration effort; a catalyst 

for positive change that aims to 

revitalize the local community and 

put Wooler on the map.”

Scott Wilson-Laing
Founder
WL Distillery

“It’s really humbling to think 

that years down the line, when 

COVID-19 is being discussed and 

studied, that future generations will 

be interacting with something I had 

a hand in producing.”
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A thirst for change
The centre of Durham is changing. A new multi-million-pound project to move Durham Distillery, complete 
with a huge craft distillery for gin and whisky, and an underground visitor centre and conference area, is 
finally nearing completion in the Prince Bishops shopping centre. The endeavour is the brainchild of former 
Teesside NHS chief executive Jon Chadwick, founder of the company and a man with an eye for the unusual 
and nose for the botanicals of the region, which make up his award-winning drink. The new distillery, buried 
beneath Durham High Street and stretching across the city to the riverside, has been five years in the 
planning, and has been an extraordinary challenge for Jon and his team. Like his gin, the development has 
needed time, care and attention to detail. Here, Colin Young visits the site to see how the final stages are 
coming together.

4“Turns out, no matter how hard you 

would think it would be to fill in all 

the forms to get permission to build a 

distillery, full of explosives and, basically 

rocket fuel, within 200 yards of a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site...” Jon 

Chadwick says, pausing and preparing 

for the punchline.

“It was a lot ******* harder than that!”

Jon is sitting in the snug of The 

Shakespeare, in Durham’s Saddler Street. 

Up the hill and round the cobbled 

corner is Durham Cathedral. Head in 

the other direction, to the newer Prince 

Bishops shopping centre, and you’ll 

shortly be in Durham Distillery. 

The opening is just weeks away.

“No disrespect to the rest of the 

North East, but this is the coolest thing 

to happen in the region this year,” says 

distillery founder Jon. 

“And it is happening in Durham.”

They’ve been serving ale in the much-

loved Shakespeare since 1190, and it is 

the most haunted pub in Durham, if not 

the UK.

Once the preferred pre-and-post 

performance drinking establishment of 

the acting world on their visits to the Words by Colin Young                      Photography by Christopher Owens

www.durhamdistillery.co.uk                     @DurhamDistilUK
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city’s theatres - hence the name - The 

Shakespeare underwent significant 

refurbishment around eight years ago. 

Although the dusty framed photos of 

many famous theatre actors, directors 

and patrons may have been lost, the spirit 

of the place has been maintained. 

It’s not the ghosts that interest Jon, 

though the pub has played a major role in 

his company’s past.

Jon, who was the NHS’ youngest chief 

executive when at the head of Teesside’s 

health authority in the noughties, knew 

he was coming to the end of his time 

under the former coalition Government.

He undertook a lengthy, life-changing 

holiday to the US, aware he would need a 

new challenge on his return.

The former Durham Johnston 

Comprehensive School pupil, who was 

by then ready to return to his roots, 

came back full of ideas, innovations and 

excitement. 

And he has hardly stopped since.

He says: “I went on this incredible 

trip over several weeks, going through 

Boston, Cambridge, Providence, New 

Jersey, New York, the East Coast - 

stopping in all those Ivy League towns 

like Harvard, Yale, Princeton and Brown.

“And there were these gorgeous 

craft micro-distilleries, making mainly 

bourbon, and in areas and cities very, 

very similar to Durham, and it struck me 

while I was on the journey, it would really 

work in County Durham. 

“I just thought it would be a brilliant 

business model to bring to the North 

East, and to Durham in particular, 

because I’m from here, and it’s the 

nearest we have to a Harvard or 

Princeton - lots of students with college 

scarves and boats on the river.

“The real inspiration came from Kings 

County Distillery in Brooklyn, and the 

Chichibu Distillery in Japan, which 

were closer to what I wanted to build 

in Durham, rather than looking at the 

whisky distilleries in Scotland. 

“So I sat down in the snug in The 

Shakespeare with ‘Distillery Dave’, 

and we tried to come up with a drink 

which would reflect the natural produce 

available to us around Durham.

“We drank beer rather than gin that 

night. And it was a long night. 

“But we started to come up with the 

spices we thought we would need and 

which we could hand pick, as well as 

some of those I just really liked, like 

cardamom.”

‘Distillery Dave’ is David Wilkinson, the 

distiller extraordinaire hired from  

Heriot-Watt University, in Edinburgh, to 

help create the first Durham Gin.

The pair balanced hand-crushed 

juniper with flavours from the fields 

around the region - elderflower, angelica, 

celery seed - and blended those with 

spicier, modern notes like pink pepper 

and cardamom. 

After building a micro-still from 

laboratory glass to test combinations 

and sampling dozens of gins from 

around the world, it wasn’t long before 

the distinctive taste of Durham Gin was 

born at the original craft distillery on an 

industrial estate in Langley Park, near 

Durham.

Even the first bottles carrying the new 

Durham Gin were carefully and lovingly 

created - taking inspiration from Durham 

Cathedral’s Rose Window - designed 

by Newcastle company Wonderstuff to 

literally catch the eye.

Using the dark blue of the juniper and 

www.durhamdistillery.co.uk                     @DurhamDistilUK
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www.durhamdistillery.co.uk                     @DurhamDistilUK

the pink of the peppercorns, there is 

reverse printing on the back label, with 

a two-part front label that creates a new 

window.

“It was very cool and very clever,” says 

Jon. 

“There’s clever physics going on. 

“It relied upon the fact there is the 

refractive index of gin, so the roundel is 

distorted and that is then brought back 

to its full circular state as it is refracted 

through the gin when you look through 

the front of the bottle. 

“And it only works with clear liquids, 

not with the coloured ones, which is a bit 

of a shame.

“It’s just something we wanted to do to 

be a bit different. 

“When you have something as 

beautiful as the Rose Window to use as 

inspiration, why not do it properly? It is 

what we have always strived for.

“I wanted a distinctive brand that 

would stand out so that we could 

compete with the big players and the 

internationals. 

“It certainly helped put us on the map - 

along with the taste, of course.”

Durham Gin quickly found itself on 

the shelves of Fenwick and Majestic and 

since its launch, the company has added 

a number of other products, such as a 

mango version of the gin, concocted 

during the recent lockdowns, and the 

Summer Fruit Cup. 

Jon has also ventured into vodka 

and work has started on a new Durham 

whisky, another first, to coincide with the 

opening of the city centre distillery.

That has been five years in the 

planning; a painstaking process which 

has involved sourcing different sites 

within the city boundaries, and coming 

close to using the new riverside 

development as the base. 

In other words, all the way from Tony & 

Guy to the Oxfam shop on Elvet Bridge.

The Prince Bishops development is 
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due to open in July, and will include a 

two-storey spiral staircase, an entrance 

area with AV presentation on the history 

of Durham and distilling, a conference 

centre for corporate events, or ‘pay-day 

Fridays’, and cocktail classes.

The new visitor centre will feature 

functioning gin and whisky stills, and, 

says Jon, the odd drink.

“One at the beginning,” he says. 

“And one at the end in a lovely bar and, 

who knows, maybe one by the whisky 

stills as well to educate on the cask 

ageing, and so on. 

“We want to be completely 

transparent, so people can find out how 

craft spirits are really made with none 

of the make-believe and nonsense you 

get with so many spirit brands out there 

making stuff up randomly.

“We wanted to strip all of that away 

and almost educate people and tell them 

how it all works, so nothing is hidden 

from view.

“It is all about the provenance. 

“That is really important to me, and I 

think it is important to our customers as 

well.  

“And we wanted to reflect the sense 

of Durham - the bit of it that is super-

intellectual, the cathedral, the Venerable 

Bead, the university - and the other part 

of the city which is very blue-collar, craft 

and graft, and historically, mining and 

heavy industry and very down to earth.

“Since the miners’ strike, we have lost 

any ability to talk about that half of the 

city. 

“We are happy talking about 780AD, 

but we can’t talk about the 1980s and the 

recent past because it’s all too difficult 

and traumatic.”

Jon adds: “I genuinely think the people 

will be wowed by it. 

“We spent five years in every single 

attic and basement in Durham, five years 

trying to get this right and making sure 

we get it right. 

“We haven’t seen anything like it in the 

North East - and certainly not in Durham 

- and in terms of reinventing retail, this is 

probably the most ambitious project in 

the UK.

“It has taken time, it has not been easy, 

it has been a bit of a drain financially. 

“But it will be worth it, I promise you.”

www.durhamdistillery.co.uk                     @DurhamDistilUK
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4Tell us more about razorblue’s office move. 
Why have you switched to Stockton’s Riverside, 
and what does it say about your growth 
ambitions?

We have enjoyed rapid growth, particularly 

over the last five years, which meant that we had 

outgrown our previous Teesside base. 

The new office is three times the size of where 

we were, it provides a space that will allow us to 

house more than 100 colleagues in the future.

We have added several new roles to our team 

over the last year to support our continued growth, 

and have plans to continue to do so, so the move 

is strategic to ensure we can continue to provide 

the best possible facilities for our people – happy 

staff work well, and looking after our team means 

our clients will be taken care of, through the 

exceptionally high standards we set ourselves.

We will deliver a record 48 per cent revenue 

growth this financial year, and our partnership with 

North East businesses has had a distinguishable 

impact on the success of local organisations.

  

4Your new premises reflect a confident 
business, but how is the market post–
pandemic? Are you seeing increased demand 
from companies wanting, for example, extra 
cybersecurity support to cover home and remote 
working? 

We are seeing companies taking a more 

strategic approach to their investment in 

technology following what has been a very unusual 

couple of years. Many businesses are choosing to 

maintain remote working solutions as an integral 

part of their operations, opting to adopt a hybrid 

work environment for the long-term.

Cyber threats are frequently reported in the 

media, and remain a major concern for businesses, 

particularly with more staff now working hybrid or 

entirely remotely. 

We have seen increased demand for support 

with cybersecurity and we prioritise protecting our 

clients by continuously assessing security risks and 

constantly improving processes.

Post-pandemic, we have also seen business 

owners increase focus on improving efficiencies 

through technology. 

Owing to this, we are witnessing a huge increase 

in their willingness to invest in IT which, paired 

with companies being let down by other suppliers, 

has seen a significant increase in demand for our 

portfolio of services.

 4As well as bolstering your bricks–and–
mortar presence, you also recently launched an 
apprenticeship academy. Tell us more about that 
venture.

Tech professional posts are the second most 

sought after roles in the job marketplace, but there 

is an insufficient number of candidates to fill the 

growing number of positions. 

With the digital skills gap growing across the 

UK, we are working alongside local universities, 

colleges and schools, such as Teesside University, 

Darlington College and Middlesbrough College, 

to bridge this skills gap and inspire local young 

people in the early stages of their careers.

As a company, we are investing a significant 

amount of resources into the structure of our own 

apprenticeship academy, enabling us not only to 

add apprentices to our team but to nurture them 

and ensure they are safe in the knowledge that if 

they put in the work, there is an exciting career for 

them.

Closing this month’s issue of North East Times, Dan 
Kitchen, chief executive at IT managed service provider 
razorblue, talks about his company’s recent office 
expansion, the growth of cybersecurity support in the 
post-pandemic landscape, and how the business is laying 
skills foundations for the future.

www.razorblue.com

@razorbluegroup
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